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MICH.,

7 WHOLE

1879.
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struction is very small,

For the Holland Cite Newt.
Qinirol Daaleri.

Miami

ihe

(Eitg lleiw.

General Dealers. In Dry
Goods. Groceries, Crockery, llatu and Cape,
Flour, Provielons.etc.;River et.

V,

A WEEKLY NEWSPAPER.
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OmCE:

imm,

DOESBURG,

J.

1)OONE
15

•'

Wool, v

Heat Hrketi.

Terms of Subscription:
%l.5U per year if paid in adcance; %l.7o if
paid at three months, and %2.0U if
paid at nix month*.

15 Meat.

Zeeland, Ottawa Co.,

Mich.

“
“
“

2-ly

<& VAN ZOERKN, New Meat Market, near corner Eighth and Fish Btrect. All
kinds of sausages constantly on hand.
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(

Feed.
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Muskegon, Pent water
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“
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office at

M.

S.

L.

It.

F, S., Physicianand Surgeon;

residence,on Eighth street, near Chi.
R. crossing.

10 45 a.

5.55

OCHOUTEN,

R. A. City Pliysician. Office at the
First Ward Drug Store, Sth Street.

ANTING, A. G„

“

.U

I

Taken

_

lery

opposite this office.

_

Effect, Monday, June 23, 1879.
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STATIONS.

0:lr2
No. 3.

S:u‘.h.
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m.
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Muskesou,
ForrysburR,
Grand ilavun,
Pigeon.

12 20
11 *7
6 23 11 42
7 57 11 12
7 4) 10 44
7 12 10 25
•i 25
9 33

Holland,
Fillmore,
Allegan,

FRED.

II.

2
2
2
3
3
4
5

No.
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Tobacco and Cigars.
15
l> 53
7 22
7 12
b :i5
r.

rpK ROLLER. G. J., Generaldealer In Tobacco,
JL Cigars, Snufl, Pipes, etc.; Eighth street.

Bollnnd, Mich.
close connections made at Allegan with (!. It. A
it. It. and L. S. & M. S. for Pininwell, Kalamazoo Ft. Wayne. Cleveland. Ac.. Ac.

and dealers in Fancy Goods; Corner of Market and EigbRi Street.

.focicticis.

of each week
Visiting brothers arecordially invited.
M. IIab&i mu ton, N. G.
Will H. Rogers, R. S.

F. & A. M.
A Rbuulab Communication of Unity

River street.

YJARKS, W.

1

H. Attorney and Councelor
corner of River and Eighth streets.

at

Law,

No.-lBl.F. A A. M.. will

Lodge.
be held at Masonic Hall,

Holland,Mich., on Wednesday evening, Oct.

rjpEN EYCK,
OK,

Attorney at Law and Collecting
Agent. Oillceiu Kenyon A Van Putteu's bank
Eighth street.

_

J.,

-

29,

at

o’clock, sharp.

7

Otto Bukyman. W. M.

W.

II.

......

street.

filled

iu

Received

!

commonly

layer of clay

all

Descriptions.

As I have

stated before, the land des- sions. Heavy

TAOESBURG, J.

0., Dealer in Drugs and Mediclues, Paints and Oils, Brushes,Ac. Physician’s prescriptions carefnlly pat up: Eighth at.

U

AfEENGS, D. R., DraABtauSiFine Drugs, MedJ.V1 iclucs,Fancy Goods^iletArticles and Perumeries. River street.

VAN PUTTEN, Wm.,

Dealer In Drugs, Mediclnes, Paints, Oils, etc.; Proprietor of Dr.
W. Van Dbn Bano’s Family Medicines ; Eighth 8t.

V

SEPTIC FLUID

for preserving the Dead.

come and
32-8mo.
Please

feet.

give us a call.

H.

MEYER A

CO.

fanitore.

yf

EVER

H. A CO.. Dealer* in all kinds of Fornitnre.Curtains, Wall Paper, Toys, Coffins,
Picture Frames, etc.: River street.

ivl

20

to

of lakes are
is

A

large proportion o! the American people are to-day dying from the effects of
Dyspepsiaor disordered liver. The result
of these diseases upon the masses of intelligent and valuable people is most alarm
ing, making life actually a burden instead
of a pleasant existence of enjoyment and
usefulness as it ought to be. There is no
good reason for this, if you will only throw
aside prejudice and skepticism, take the
advice of Druggists and your friends, and
try one bottle of Green’s August Flower.
Your speedy relief is ceitain. Millions of
bottlesof this medicine have been given
away to try its virtues,with satisfactory
results in every case. You can buy a
sample bottle for 10 cents to try. Three
doses will relieve the worst case. Positively sold by all Druggists on the Western Continent.

seventeen— which one after the other ex- horseback I could not reach the top with
and discharge their waters
rivers.

iu canals

I have only seen two of

lakes, ns

it

and cleared are naturally a

remedy for this is close at hand: under

cost a gieat deal of trouble to

the surface of Mr. McLean’s lauds a large

them. The
Ellis,

first one I

and has

a

saw

is

called

Lake Some

length of six miles by a

width of three miles.

The

second one, deeper

called Great Lake, is 17 miles long and

from
a

five to six miles

most

wide. This

is

wo

marl

indeed under the ground, have

understand

changed from

tion.

Now

in the course of

their natural condi-

this marl, is unexcelled as a

be found twenty feet in circumference, fertilizer, and also acts as a neutralizer.
and in which vegetationis so luxurious

With a Halo time and

that no sunbeams cun ever penetrate to the

year a rich harvest may be expected.

bottom. The water in

this lake is, like

that in the others, clear

and pure. The

know

I

that

labor, in the

first

the clearing of wood and

the cutting of timber

has

its difficulties

so

self. Five of these lakes belong wholly ber of colored laborers is abundantly large
in part to

and labor cheap. Fifty cents

Cravcw county.

Q-fw

BERTSCH.

again are considerably

down. By

layers of shells, which, like coal buried

beautiful lake, surrounded on all lime

sides by thick woods, in which trees can

been forestalled by a Chicago inslitufion or

who

are only a few inches under the sur-

face, while others

charming and picturesque that and is very hard labor. Yet it is not so
one cannot but unwillingly withdraw him- very bad as one might think. The num-

project of a Circulating Library has

If there are fifty persons

liltlcsour, hut the

these

penetratethe dense woods which encircle number of Marlbeda are to be found.

whole is

desire to

support a Circulsting Library of our

a dark green color,
and hud grown so high that while on

was very strong, bad

tend themselves in the same direction, my hand. These bottom lands after being

An Astonishing Fact,

My

Here a large number

found— I believe their total number

own,

the executionof their plans. Since then,

day

a

is

the

highest sum ever paid to the best of them,

and better laborers cannot be found.
I was told that if let out by contract,
the work of clearingcould be done
very much cheaper than if done by
day-work.There is still another way of
getting the land cleared, if a person has
not sufficient money to pay for

it,

namely,

by letting the work out for the produce of
the harvest of the first

year.

We must

also take Into consideration In speaking
about this laud that there is a mill at

Have-

lock and that the timber obtained from
instead of imporliog one from Chicago, everything has remained in the same conthis land, such as Norwegian pine, cypress,
-OYSTERS! OYSTERS! We are pre- and will subscribe, I shall feel safe in start- dition and the canals exist yet without
gum,
ash, maple, oak and wMflut, Is very
pared to serve out Fresh Oysters, either ing It, btherwise not. Further information being In the least decayed or damaged.
by the can or by the dish, in every style.
valuable.
What astonishedme most in regard to
given on application.
88
PES8INK BROS,
If I wished to follow out my original
these
canals was the fact that tfceir sides,
OCT. 8,
H. D. POST.
plan, I would now come to the description
which are from eight to 15 feet in depth,
A fresh supply of all kinds of candy
The
best qusllty of Sewing Machine and dug out peipendlcularly, are still in a of products, but as I fear that my article
just received
L. T. KANTER8.
Needles, suitable for all the differentkinds
perfect state of preservation. I think that for this time will become too long, 1 think
P.
H. VAN DER WEYDEN. of machines, for sale at
the prospective occupanU will not con- it better to poatpone it Only this will I
D. BERTSCH.
state, that by reason of the existence of
sider it necessary to change or Improve
an abundance of raw materials and an
A Complete assortment of Spectacles
the now existing drainage or water- unlimUed water-power,the way is open
Manufacturersand Jobbers of
to suit the diflerent qualities and ages of
courses. As here and there farms are to for the manufacturingclasses to also losight, lust received, at
J. O. Doesburg’b Drug Store.
be found on the land of Mr. Mcfcan ; cate themselves in this colony.

2w.

1879.

at

OTTE.
P.

OTTE &

CO.

FINE CIGARS

.ness.

underwood from two

tined for the colony is situated

The natural drainage of this land, on
A complftc•aaortment of Fall and Win- of a similar character, which, however, as
account
of its decline and its numerous
I understand,confinesits subscribersto
ter flati and Cap*, from the cheapest to
yvE GROOT, L. barber.. Hair cutting, shaving.
lakes,
rivers
and creeks, has almost been
Is sbampooulng, huir-dycing,etc., done at rea- the flneat, and ef all color* and styles. the Seaside Library.
brought
to
a
state of perfection through
My plan was intendedto be somewhat
sonable rates. Barber shop next door to the City Come early and take the first pick, at
14-ly
the
industry
of the people, who, before
similar, but offering a wider range of books
D- BERT8CH.
made up from my own selections from the the war, spent thousandsof dollarsin the
Comaiition Xarchitt.
Just received a large variety of ready
Lakeside, Seaside and Franklin Square Li- construction of canals, which have been
D EACH BRO'8, Coinralsslou Merchants, and made Cloaks; the latest Chicago styles, at
13 dealers In Grain, Flour and Produce. Highbraries, and to add standard Magazines located with the greatest care, where they
est market price paid for whqat. Office in Brick cheaper prices than you can make them
and other literature as fast as it would pay could do the most good. The projectors
store cor. Eighth A rish streets,Holland, Mich. 17
up yourself. Also, the finest variety of
have, however, not reaped any fruits from
to do so.
DiBttlt.
Fall and Winter Dress Goods that ever
their outlay, as the war completely stopped

Drug* and Viiiclaii.

feet in

them there are others of smaller dimen-

products.

9-ly

_

and an under

and sand about 15

on both feet in height fills up the remaining space,
North Carolina and the wild grapes and other vines lose
OLD MACHINES taken in exchange, and re railroad,half-way between Nowberne and themselvesin the highest tree-tops. The
paired.
Morehcad City, and extends for a distance whole makes a beautifulcombination.
NEEDLES, OIL. ATTACHMENTSand PARTS of about six or seven miles along this This last named soil consists of nothing
for all Sewing Machine*.
railroad. It Is flat and even like a prairie. but humus and is almost black in appearAlso, a Complete Stock of
The lowest portion is to be found at the ance. Its fertilityis inexhaustible. I have
banks of the rivers and creeks, but ele- seen tracts of this descriptionof land
COFFINS, CASKETS,
SHROUDS and
vated from 12 to 15 feet above the water which have annually produced a heavy
TRIMMINGS surface. From here it gradually ascends crop of corn for the last forty years withAlways on hand.
in a southwesterly direction and rises, on out any manuring, and which even now
Wc arc also Agents for the CelebratedANTI- a distance of six or seven miles, about 40 seem just as fertile us ever. The corn plant

$prtutl goticcsi.

fe-2w

soil is richer

sides of the Atlantic &

Joans, Sec'p.

D. M., Dental Surgeon; residenceand was put on my shelves.
D.
VJ office No. 42 Niuth struct,next door to the
First Reformed Ohurch.

underwood, from three

and has an upper layer of black earth
mixed with a little sand of from about

Birber*.

ytEE,

a light

in height. This

six to eight inches in depth,

used, and

the high rigging they all carry, would lead

CIRCULATINGLIBRARY.

Hotel.

up by

to five feet

The build of vessels and small Bailing

!

01 all kinds and prices.

Bashing and Exehanga.

VAN PUTTEN JACOB, Banking and ColV lecting, Drafts bought and sold; Eighth

known

North Carolina.

SEWING MACHINES

fj

Holland City Lodge, No. 192. IndependentOrder
of Odd Fellows’,bolds Its regular meetings at Odd
Fellow's Hall, Holland Mtch., on Tuesday Evening

AfC BRIDE, P. H., Attorneyand Counselor at
MJL Law. and Proctor in Admiralty. No. 11

Of

ty

I. 0. of o. F.

’OWARl), M. 1)., Claim Agent, Attorneyand
L Notary Public; River street.

worth mentioning is the fact that neither
sunstroke nor hydrophobia are

TOSLIN A BREY.M AN, Watchmakers, Jewelers,

JJil'fttorij.

Attorney*.

and fresh water. Dur- crop a year can be obtained. The second
my wanderings through this part of the kind of soil is found where the Norwegian
county, I have repeatedly drank this water pines grow. These trees stand very close
and always found it good. Another thing together, while the space between them Is
and contain pure

Stock Complete! Quality Unexcelled!

Watches and Jewelry.

MAY, Manager.

E C.T.kaveswoktii.Gen l Freight Agent.
W. BA U MG ART EL, Agnt.

business

V

17

50
54
22
55
13
00

7

ing

<

i

and dealer m
llaruess, Trunks, Saddles and Whips;
Eighth street.

VTAUPELL, H., Manufacturerof

No.

elevated lakes, and are constantly flowing, heavier kind of soil, from which only one

one to presnmc that severe storms are not depth. The third kind of soil is called
known around there. I have, however, bottom or gum lands, and has the most
OIL CLOTHS,neglected to make inquiries in regard to luxuriant vegetulion.The woods hero
RUGS, CARPETS,
this. And herewith I will leave off with are almost impenetrable. Trees of about
SPRINGBEDS,
this subject to pass over to another, name- 20 feet in circumferencestand at short
WALL-PAPER,
CURTAINS, ly, the description of the laud and its distances from one another, and between

1GGINS, B. P. the leading Photographer,Gal-

I

JLL

for the

boats; which are so

m.

--

Grand Haven Rail Read.

ing these lands are excellently well-fitted

this:

6
4^5

WAY DOWN! AS LOW AS THE
LOWEST

Physician and Surgeon;

v.

\)

it is

On some of this land I saw corn and cotpurpose of catching the super- ton raised after the early crop, which
fluous water are connected with the more could compete with that grown upon the

FURTIITURE!

Mixed trains,
office at (iraafrehap Village,Allegan county,
Daily except Sunday pud Monday.
Mich. Officehoors from 10 to 12 a.
2U-ly.
? Daily except Saturday.
. Mondays only.
l> EST, It. B., Physician and Surgeon,Zeeland,
All other trains daily except Sundays.
Mich. Office at De Kruif'u drug-store.
All trains on this road, will be run by Chicago
28-1
ime which is 20 minutes later than Columbus
time.
Photographer.
•
*

----

**

Hew Goods Just

Physician, Surgeon and
Accoucheur.Office, Van Putlou’s Drugstore,
Holland, Michigan.

M

has been shown, how-

belongingto Mr. McLean

all the land

dug

Ham ..........................

PRICES

JLi

it

towards Slocum creek and the Neusc river sand and a little black earth, while the
with a decline of about 40 feet on a dis- undersoil is a mixture of sand and clay.

......................
4 5i -JX
................... 4 Oi 4)6

..............................6 & ®

Surgeon: Office
corner Eleventh and River street opposite

public square.

it

On

the last few years

particular de- ever, that by proper cultivationand manur-

tance of six or seven miles. The canals

Smoked Meat

YfC CULLOCH THOS.,

Butlalo

•

lb

T EDEBOER. B. Pliysician and

F EDEBOER,

One more

pine trees. Not very long ago

farming on account of its poorness. In

to obtain

serves mentioningright here, and

Keats, Etc.

S1I, II. L., Surgeon,Physicianand Accoucheur. Officeat his residence, Overysel, Mich.

Lj

How

? has, therefore,been satisfac-

torily settled.

@

“

A

this soil was considered worthless for

O'.'

.......

Physiciini

are
Holland.

common

and after rain-storms becomes very much

Middling, V 100 lb .........
_
Flour, |J 100 lb .....................
9 5!
Pearl Barley, 100 lb .............3 00
4 00

2-j, 1879.
lx

nothing but surface water, which during

Tb

V

Chicago Si West Michigan R. R.

latter is not very

ton

............................
8 tC 8>j
8
Shoulders ......................
Tallow, per lb ...........................
6 u(.
...........................
9
ITAN SCHELVEN, G.. Justice of the Peace, Turkeys.
Notary Public. Conveyancer, etc. Office, Chickens, dressed per lb. ...............w **
Van Landegend'sBlock.

ilonds.

light

for early crops. Early potatoes,peas,
« ^
.........................
^ not a stagnant pool or puddle can be melons, etc., do exceedinglywell In this
“ ^ UK) ...................... 12.) found. The land descends imperceptibly kind of soil. The upper part consists of
Barley, ^ 100 lb .................... 1

&

T)AUEL8.

L

Grand

2t
40
35
40

.............

VT

at
Train*. Holland,
Rapids.
“
*•
m.
•• “
p.m.

1

The

necessitated the expense of a cis- soil is the so-called Qavanna, which has a

good water

Grain, Feed, Etc.

wood and

find three different kinds of

or else wtjjl-water hud been used. smooth and hard surface,covered with all
wholesome, as it is kinds of grasses,and In some places with

tern —

The

We

then, either rain-wutcr- three different kinds of soil.

troubled. The question,

II

1

Airier

which

..

Wheat, white V bushel ........
Corn, shelled V bushel
I YEALD, it. K., Manufacturerof and Dealer in
Agricultural Implements; commission agent Oats, ^ bushel .....................
Buckwheat, V bushel
for Mowimt Machines• cor. 10th i River street.
Bran, ^ ton ........................

of Piugger Mils: Steam Saw and Flour
Business Cards in City Directory, not over three Mills.) near foot of 8th street.
lines, $2.00 per annum.
Notices of Births, Marriages, and Deaths pubYITMIjMS, P. II. Manufactnrerof Wooden, and
lished whitout charge for subscribers.
Iron and Wood combinationPumps. CorAn X before the Subscriber'sname will denote
10th and River streets.
the expiration of the Subscription.Two XX signify that no paper will be continued after dale.
tfotirr Patlics
All advertising bills collectable quarterly.
I)08T; HENRY I)., Real Estate and Insurance
Agent, Notary Public and Conveyancer; Colectlous made In Holland and vicinity.

Sunday May

McLean. Until

Hemlock Bark .............. ........ @4 00
Staves, pork, white oak, ............. <&10 00

Uasufactoriet,Hill*,Stop:, Etc.

changes.

Effect,

gave great cause for rejoicingto Mr.

IT-AN DERHAAR,
and Smoked Meats and Vegetables; paper
and twine; 8th street.

Yearly advertisers have the privilege of three

Taken

fiO

Staves, Tierce,
12 00
Heading bolts, softwood ...........
@ 2 54
Heading bolts, hardwood ....................2 75
Stave bolts, softwood ........................2 25
8 00
II., Dealer in Fresh, Salt, Stave bolts, hardwood ....................

(

first

r

places we found this no longer necessary—
found by means of boring to a depth of we could tell the kind of soil as soon as
about 35 feet. The good fortune which we saw what constituted Us natural proattended this experiment when first tried ducts. Nobody can be mistaken in this.

green ....................2 00
beach, dry ...................... 2 00

UITE, J., Dealer in all kinds of meats and
k vegetables; Meat Market on 8th street.

duced on this land with proper cultivation.

the very best, and rises from a water vein

“.
*•

trouble

We saw on our trips lu the neighborhood of Newberne what could be pro-

II.

......................

Wood, Staves, Etc,
GONE, C.. Wholesale Dealer in all kinds of
Pays the highest price for cattle. Cordwood, maple, dry ......................
$ 2

I)

IjUTKAU

JOB flll.NTIKU rilOMI’TLY AND NEATLY DONE.

tt*

and the

None of these settlers have suffered any- In Havelock we made the same observathing from change of location,and they tions, on the farms which had already
all speak of the climate as being extreme- been in use for many years. After having
ly pleasant. The water that they use is of examined the soil by digging in several

©
00

IN

.

Editor and PMisktr.

One

@
(tO
<&
©
&

bushel .................8 25
30
Llvaryand Sal# Stable*.
Beans, f) bushel ...................
BJ
Butter, V 8> .......................
1*
II„ Livery and Sale Stable. Ofllcc
seed, ^ lb ....... .........
1°
andbarnonMarket street. Everythin*- firet- Clover
Eggs, dozen ...................
18
class.
Honey, V lb .............
10
vton..; ...................
••••
VTIBBELINK,J- IL, Livery and Sale Stable; Hay,
Onions, |) bushel .................
35
Office of Dally Stage Line to Saugatuck, 9th
Potatoes, # bushel ................80 (ijj 85
street, near Market.
Timothv Seed, ^ bushel. .......... 05 3 00

400.

slight.

NORTH CARLOINA.

kQ

VAN LANDEGEND'S BLOCK.

OTTO

Produce, Etc.
Apples,

PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT

EQiiANDm,

parhetjs.

AN PUTTEN G„

NO.

,

24 South Division Street,

GRAND RAPIDS, MICH

numerous good roads are

Corded Velvet in

different ihadea for

If,

also In existence.

however, more roads are needed

in

due course of time, the expense of con-

P.

Chicago, August

Yah VLuawoRN.

18,

1879.

[To be continued in our next Utue.\

just as one should a white man. If he makes
war on onr frontiersettlements,pnnlsh him;
bnt after he has been reduced to submission
protect him to life and property. .Keep white
thieves from plunderinghim: let him soethat
peace means progress; that he has a market

HOLLAND

CITY,

The

CAR.
who robbed the

THK

persons

A

Circumstantial Account of the Engagement in Which Mg). Thornburgh Fell, and
of the Subsequent Siege and Relief ol
Capt Payne’s Command -Hesolc Bravery
of the Troops.

MIOKIGAN.

WEEKLY HEWS REVIEW,

V-

THE UTE INDIAN WARi

impel him to imitate ns, to send his children to
school,to adopt clothing,perhaps onr language, and to devote his attention to raising
Cattle and horses,and eventuallyto qualify
himself for citirenehip.*

The command of Capt Payne, which was
ed by the hostile Ute Indians on Milk

corral

river, CoL, on the 29th of September,and hotly

bealeged for nearly a week, during which the
devoted little band waa aubjectedto an almoat

Wheat, incessantrain of bullets, waa finally
Na18,147,000 bushel! ; corn, 10,539,000bushels; relieved on the 5th of October, by the
April, bare
oats, 2,542,000 bushels; rye, 087,000 bushels; arrival of Gea Merritt’a command. The ac-

tions! Bank, of Lsoonis, N. H., last

Grain in

sight in onr cities:

been discoveredand indicted. The amount of
barley, 1,705,000 bushels.. . .Exportsfrom seatheir plunder was 1125,000.
board ports last week weifc: Flour, 107,400
Weston’s share of the profits of the barrels; wheat, 4,203,605 bushels; corn, 1,New York walking match have been decided ex- 100,678 bushels; oats, 2,351 bushels; rye, 84.empt from attachment by his creditors.Mrs. 899 bushels; pork, 5,460 barrels; lard,
2,587,109 pounds; bacon, 9,882,859 pounds....
Weston paid his initiation fee, and claims the
Hhediac, a town in New Brunswick, has sufmoney, the court sustaining the claim.
fered by a fire which destroyed moet of the
By a collision on the Baltimore and principal business houses. Thirty-six buildings
Ohio railroad, near Wheeling, W. Va., an en- were destroyed.
gineer and fireman lost their lives— also, two
lads who were stealing a ride.

count of the battle in which Maj. Thornburgh
loet

annals of Indian warfare, and, although rather

:

we give it entire. The narrative begine with the date,
“Battle-field, Milk River, Oct 8, 6 p. m.,* and
lengthy for our limitedspace,

Gen. Pope in an officialorder complimonte Capt Dodge, as follows: “The De-

The

leading pedestrians in the last partment Commander takes peculiar nleasure
walking match are : Murphy, 505 in exercisinghis privilegethus publicly and
formallyto express bis higb appreciation and
Howard, 500; Faber, 4S&

New York
miles;

his life, and the enbeequentsix days’ siege,

forms one of the moet exciting chapterain the

the venerable Henry O.

Rawlins, Wy. T., Oct

Two

Agency have arrived, with the followingparticulars of Gen. Merritt’s advance:

Gen. Merritt advancedupon the agency on
the 11th inst. On his way he found many dead
bodies. Among others he found tne body of
Carl Goldstein, an Israelite,who left here with

follows:

Government supplies for the Utes at White
River Agency. He was found in a gulch six
miles this side of the agency. He was shot twice
through the shoulder, and was about two milee

Maj. Thornburgh, Fourth infantry.
First Sergeant John Dolan, Company F, Fifth

Teamster McGuire.

olation presenteditself. All the buildings bnt
one were burned to the ground, and not a living tiling in sight except the command. The
Indians had taken everythingexcept flour and

THE WOUNDED.
Capt P^ue, Fifth cavalry; slightly in the
arm and siue.
Lieut Paddock, Fifth cavalry; flesh wound

decamped.The women and

,

in the hip.
Dr. Gnmes; flesh

THE WEST.

The

past

tions with

week was

a week of conven-

Chicago.There were

in session, at

one and the same time, the American Humane
Society, the MethodistRock River Conference,
the IllinoisMasonic Grand Lodge, the National
Railway Conductors’Association,the Woman’s
Christian Association, and the EvangelicalConference.

of the

Government”

TOEEIGN.

British army advancing on Cabnl, gained an

of October.

important victory on the 7th of October, near

the Afghan capital. The native position was
carried, twelve guns captured, and the enemy
wood, 111., by a collision between an accom- pursued until nightfall The loss of the Anglomodation and a gravel train on the Northwest- Indian troops was eighty killed and wounded.
ern railroad, the other evening.

May-

The Clyde ship-buildershave adare believed to have vanced rates for construction of new vessels
of masked desperadoes who
about a sovereign& ton, to meet the advance in

Two men who
been of the party

robbed the express car on the Chicago and Al-

prices of iron.

ton

railroad at Glendale last week have
been arrested at Holden, Johnson county,

Mo. The

In the Afghan war a British force sent

cut off the retreat of the enemy, on the road
circumstancesattending their
capture indicate that the detectiveswere between Bannian and Rohistan, captured
to

not mistaken in their

men.....
Lachutte,an Indian, for the murder of a Chinaman, was hanged at New Westminster,Cal, &
few days ago.... Thirty-nine Mexicans were
killed bv the Apache Indians at Hillsborough,
New Mexico, last week, and their bodies
burned. Santa Fe has organized for defense
against the savages.

THE SOUTH

seventy-eight guns in Bhalpur. The guns were

found'

in an abandoned cantonment, and

among them

are seventeenArmstrongs.

A Simla

dispatch of the 12th says

three of Capt Dodge's command was shot
down.
We have been able, at great risk, to haul off
onr dead animals every night; otherwise the
stench would be intolerable.
A sally is made every night for water, a distance of 200 yards from our intrenchments.
The field of battlewas admirably chosen for
defense by the Indians, and, had it not been
for Maj.i. Thornburgh’s
advance guard, com'
manded by
»y Lieut Cherry, discoveringthe ambuscade,the entire command would have been
annihilated.He saw a small party of Indians
disappearover a hill, half a mile in front, and
at once divided his party to reconnoiter,
and
only discovered them when he had flanked
their position by about 200 yards. Cherry rode
back at fall speed, with two or three men who
were with him, and notified Maj. Thornburgh,
who had already begun the descent into the
deep ravine which was intended to ingulf the

:

i

tempted the

Dispatches of the 12th

inst., from

Grayson, Ky., give the situation of the Under-

to

life

Siberia.

Bolovieff,

who

at-

of the Czar, will be banished

•

London advices are

to the effect that
the emigration fever is. spreading rapidly
wood was shot in the door of his father’sbouse,
throughout the country, and large numbers of
known as Fort Underwood, yesterdaymorning.
The Holbrook party surroundedthe house, farmers are making preparationto go to Amerthreateningto kill anybody who would dare to ca. The land reform arid tenants’ rights agitabury Jesse'sbody or rescue George, who i« tion in Ireland is increasing, and the Governbadly wounded, and with the women and chil- ment is preparing for the prompt suppression
dren. all that remains of the unfortunateUnder- of anticipated turbulent demonstrations.
Middlesborwooa family,inside of the honse. George to- ....The shipbuilders
day sent word to the Connty Judge, prayingfor ough. Hastlepool and Stocaton have
struck against a redaction of wages....
help and protection. The Governor has been

wood war

at

command.

The Indianswere dismounted snd lying down
took place yesterday. The number of guns along the crest of the higb, steep ridge, not 1(0
yards from the point where the deadly assanlt
captured thus far is 140. The troops, during
would have commenced. The troops were
their march on Cabnl, workei splendidly,alwithdrawna short distance, dismounted,and

Weimar, concernedwith

don delivered an oration.

Th

The public entry of Gen. Roberts into Cabnl

hough they were obliged to carry their rations
with them, and owing to the want of transportennial of the siege of that dty and the death tation, they were severaldays without tents.
of Sergt Jasper, last week. There were im- Roberts has issued a proclamationto the peoposing processions,in which twenty militia ple of Cabnl, warning them against resistcompanies participated, handsome decorations ance, and _promi8ing punishment to the
and a profuse display of American flags. Af- guilty only. The Ameer is'strictly guarded ....
ter the ceremony of laying the corner-stone of The recent great trial of Nihilistsat
a monument which it is proposed to erect to Bt. Petersburg has been completed. Mirski.
the memory of the heroic Jasper, SenatorGor- Gen. Drentelu’sassailant, will fie hanged, and

Savannah, Ga., celebrated the cen-

that date as follows : “Jesse Under-

of

ter

Frank Simmons, Engene Schickedouz,William
Essir, Gottlieb Steiger.
Company D, Fifth cavalry— Privates Nicho-

deployed in line of battle, with orders to await
the attack of the Indians. Lieut. Cherry was
here ordered by Thornburghto take a detachment of fifteenpicked men, and make a reconnoissance and communicate, if possible, with
the Indians, as it was thongbt that they only
desired to oppose his approach to their
agency, and would parley, or have a “big
talk,”’ If they could be communicitedwith
Cherry moved ont at a gallop with his men
from the right flank, and noticed a like movement of about twenty Indiansfrom the left of
the Indian position.
He approached to within a couple of hundred
yards of the Indians, and took off his hat and
waved it, but the response was a shot fired at
him, wounding a man of his party and killing
his horse. This was the first shot, and was instantly followedby a volley from the Indians.
The work had now begun in real earnest,
and, seeing the advantage of the position he
h»la, Cherry dismonnted his detachment and
deployed along the crest of the hill to prevent
the Indiansflanking his position, or to cover
their retreat, if found necessaryto retire npon
the wagon-train,which was then coming up
slowly, guarded by Liem. Paddock,of Company D, Fifth cavalry.

in

.

.

.

.

his face.

rates.

The question of transferringthe In-

A

false business is quite as

abomina-

Capt Payne, then to command, at once

set

when the law was pro- about having the wounded horses shot to make
breastworks,dismantlingthe wagons of boxes,
dian Bureau from the Interior to the War Denonneed
that MJnst balances, jnst bundles of bedding, corn and flour sacks, which
partment is being again agitated.
weights,and a jnst ephah and a just were quicWy piled up for fortifications. Picks
GENERAL.
line shall ye have.” Semi-occasionallv and spadee were used vigorouslyfor digging
The mystery surrounding the fate of same grumbler publishes a paragraph intrenchments.
Meantime a galling fire waa concentrated npthe Be Louis aeronauts, Prof. Wise and George which goes the rounds, deploring the on the command from all the snrrouDding
Burr, is as far from solution as ever. A bal- laxity of the present commerced morals bluffs which commanded the position. Not an
Indian conld be seen, bnt the incessantcrack
loon, supposed to be the mltsin g “Pathfinder,* and the degeneracy of modern merch-

.

was seen, on the night of Sept 28, to pass over
Miller station, lud, some thirty miles
southeastof Chicago. It was less than a mile
away, and appeared, Mr. Faber said, to be
sailing in a northeasterlydirection very rapidly toward the lake, which is only about half
a mile from Miller Station. It was watched
for several minutes before it paseed ont of
eight A day or two after this a balloon was
seen sailing high up to the air by people living near Pontiac, Mich:, thirty miles
northwest of Detroit. Agaip the mysterious
air-vessel was seen to nasa over Albion, Mich.,
on the 9th inst, going' southweet rapidly at a
great height Can it be possible that Prof.
Wise and Ua oompanion, losing control of their
air-ship, are sailing wild to the regionsof the
upper atmosphere r

Gen. Crook baa written a

letter in

regard to the Indian qneetion, in which he declares that the Indiafa policy of the nation is

ble

now

ants.

as it was

An

impartial comparison of the
bntdness methods of to-day with those
of years (or even centuries) ago will
lead to the conclusion that there is as
lively a spirit of practical honor among
onr merchants as has been exhibitedin
the commerce of any age. Vast as are
som^ of our speculative enterprises,
they are built npon a more tangible
merit than were many which have preceded them in former generations.-SL

Louis Globe-Democrat.
Female Barbers.

“Female

of their Sharp's and Winchester rifles dealt
fearful destruction among the horses and men.
The groans of the dying and the agonizing
cries of the wounded told what fearfulhavoc
waa being made among the determined and
desperatecommand. Every man was determined to sell hls-Ufe as dearly as possible.
About this time a great danger was approaching at a frightfully rapid pace. The
red devils, at the beginningof the fight, had
set firs to the dry grass and to the sage-brash
to the windward of onr position, and it now
came sweepingdown toward ns, the flames
leaning high into the air, and immense volumes
of ‘smoke rolling on to ingulf us. It was a
sight to make the stoutest heart quail, and the
fiends

were

repeating a paragraph annooncement
he had just read in the paper, “ I don’t
believe, in ’em.” “Why not?” we

all wrong to allowingdishonestpersons to rob
asked. “Because 1 remember what
the tribes and incite them to war. The letter
concludes as follows: “The true, the only tronble Samson got into by letting a
policy to pursue with the Indian Is to treat him woman cut his hair!”

we

badly

burnt

Lowery.

_

Chkyennk,Oct

10.

From private advices it is learned that Gea
had no fight before reachingPayne’s
command. After daybreak on Sunday, Gea
Merritt, Lieut Cherry,and M company, went
ont to look at the battlefieldwhere Maj. Thornburgh was killed, and which is a mile from
the intrenchments. The Indians, who were
concealedin the rocks beyond, opened
fire, and a new battle began, which
lasted about an bonr. It was hot, short,
Merritt

and decisive,ending in favor of the troops, because they were protected by bluffs.The Indians then held up a flag of truce, and came in to
hold a parley. They proposed to surrenderon
certain conditions, which Gen. Merritt oonld not
accept They asked him if he insisted npon going to White River Agency, and, replying that
be did, they told him they would have to renew
the war. They then retired to their stronghold. In the conflictone private was slightly
wounded and fonr horsee killed.Eight Indians were killed. Daring the parley the Indians, who were part of Jack’s band, stated
that thirty-sevenof their number had been
killed during the five days’ siege of Capt
Pavne’sintrenchment
It was also discovered from them that they
were fortifying the road to the White River
agency, so as to obstract the passage of the
troops. As the country is very mountainous,
and the roods lead through canyons,they will
be able to ttonble Gen. Merritt considerably.
At iho time the letter was written, giviog
these advices, Gen. Merritt had not determined
upon a time for resuming the march for White
river, farther than that he should do so as
soon as the men and horsee were snfihiently
rested.

From the Bannock Agency, near Camp
Brown, Wyoming Territory,comes the news
that 100 families of Utee, accompanied by only
two old bucks, have arrived vat the
agency. This fact shows that the Utes are
expectingto have a lengthyconflict. It also
demonstratesthe shrewdness of the Utes, who
compel their enemies to feed and protect their
families.Furthermore, it bears out the impression that the hostile Utes do not number
over 150 bucks.

Denver, Col, Oct

12.

Gov. Pitkin received to-day telegraphic advices from

Los Pinos Agency, via Lake

City,

which are acceptedas reliable.They stare in
substancethat Bapenaro,one of the most influential sub-chiefs,
who was sent by Chief Oorsy
to the White Rivtr Agency after the first news
of the uprising, has retained to Los Pino*.
He says he saw white men and children at
White River Agency in charge of- Chief
Douglass,and saw one of the employes who
was present when the Indians made the attack
on the agency. This latterman killed one of
the Indiansand wounded another. Bapenaro
thinks that three or four other employee are
also alive, as their tracks were seen around
the agency building. They may have fled to
the woods. Father Meeker was killed.

ns a volley
were driven from onr

waiting, ready to give

as soon as
barbers!” said Snodgrass, shelter.NoW

The dean body of Father Meeker was found
about 100 yards from his house, lying on his
back, shoi through the head. The left side of
his head was mashed in with some blunt instrument A piece of a barrel-stave was driven
into his mouth, and one of his hands and arms

The dead body of Mr. W. H. Post, Father
Meeker’s assistant, was found between the
Durand, Thomas Ferguson, Thomas Lewis, building and the river with a bullet-hole *h rough
Edward Laveile, Willard Mitchell, John Maho- the left ear, and one under the ear. He, as
ney, James Patterson,William Schubert,Thoe. well as Father Meeker, was stripped- entirely
Macnamara,Marcos Henson, Joseph Bndka, naked.
Another employe named Eaton was found
John Donovan.
dead. He was strippednaked, and had a
Teamsters Thomas Cain,
Nelson.
bundle of paper-bags in his arms. His face
Guide
,
With the exception of the wound of Guide was badly eaten by wolves. There was a bulLowery, the wounds of the above-named men let hole in his left breast.
Frank Dresser, a brother to the one fonnd in
are not serious. His is probably mortal
the coal mine, was found badly burned. He
Total killed,12; total wounded, 43.
Oct 4— '»p. m.— No courier could be gotten had, without doubt, been killed instantly, as a
off last night, owing to the constanttiring of bullet had passed through his heart.
The bodies of Eaton, Thompson,Pric', Eskthe Indians into the camp. The moon came np
an hour after dark, and a volley was poured in ridge, and all other employes uot named, were
at once. Our party who went after water was also found. Eskridge was found two miles this
unmolested,and we had onr little stockade all side of the agency, naked, and a bullet hole
cleared for action before the firing waa re- through his head. '
In the position occupiedby the Indians dursumed. As I write this dispatch the bullets are
whistling over the top of the trench. They ing Thornburgh’s baUle, in a breastwork made
often strike the grain sacks, a few inches above of stone, was found the dead body of an unour heads, but we are deep enough to be com- known white man dressed in buckskin. He was
sittingon hie knees and had his gun m position
paratively safe.
A soldier of Gea Merritt’scommand sends a to fire. He was shot through the forehead.
later report,in which he says: “Ob, what a From this it appears that the Indians are not
happy crown Payne's command was when Mer- alone in their hellish work. The supposition
ritt reached them ! The sight of the Fifth caval- is that the Indians have gone south to join the
ry entering nnder Gea Merritt and Col Compton Southern Utes, and the impression among the
was a grand one. The poor fellowsin the in- officers of Memtt’s command is that the Intrenchments at first prooably thought we were dians who fought Thornburgh numbered at
Indians. Wo were immediately challengedby least 700.
a sentinel,and in reply answered that we
Verdict of Manslaughter.
were friends. Gen. Merritt caused the trumThe Coroner’sjury on the Adrian fair-ground
pet to sound the officers’ call, and at its end
three big cheers rent the air. They were redisaster has jnst been made public. Thoirdel.blieved at last The sight was one of the most
erations resulted in finding that Architect Bizer
affectingI have ever seen, and brave men shed
tears. There is a horrible stench all around. was guilty of gross negligence in preparingthe
Wounded men are hobblingto every direction. plans and specifications;that the Armstrongs
One hundred and fifty dead horses, lying thirwere guilty of gross and criminalnegligence in
ty feet from the intrenchments,present a horundertaking such a building,being incompenble spectacla
tent mechanics, and that there was gross
A report comes from White River Agency to
negligence shown in the work of constructing
the effectthat Agent Meeker and all the men at
the same; that Lawrence exercised gross
the agency were murdered, while the women
negligence in the employment of such incomand childrenwere spared, and were nnder the petent parties, farther negligence in not having
protection of Chief Doug last.
suitable superintendence,and further negli-

.

Governmentcontract

John taken away as hostages. Their dreadful and
John unmentionable fate calls forth the most pro-

Hoaxey Emil Kursman, Eugene Patterson, found sympathy.

A dispatchfrom Berlin states Prince Gortschakoff will take up his residence at Baden Baden
and remain there until December. This, it is
believed, indicatesthat Baden Baden will beOrders were sent to park the wagons and
come the head-center of all the Russian foreign cover them with the company guarding them.
diplomacy.It is said to be a fact that the
The two companies in advance were those of
actual direction of Russia's politicalmovements Capt Payne, Company F, Fifth cavalry,and
POLITICAX*
has been placed entirely in the hands of the Capt Lawson’s, Company E, Third cavalry,
Minister or War. . .The Town Taft, a London which were dismonntedand deployed as skirmAn election was held in Colorado on publication, has been sued for libel by Mrs. ishera, with Capt Payne on the left and Capt
the 7th of October for a Supreme Court Langtry and Mrs. West, the two famous Lawson on the right From Cherry’s position
he conld see that the Indianswere trying to cut
Judge and county officers. Beck, the Repub- beauties.
Russia has sent a fleet of privateers him off from the wagons, and at once he sent
lican candidate for Judge, was elected bv
word to Maj. Thornburgh, who then withdrew
about 4,000 majority.... One of the Uni- into Chinese waters, and English merchants theline slowly, keeping the Indiana in check
ted States Marshals
the South,
becoming excited in consequence. . .Thirty until opposite the point which his
now in Washington, is anthoritv for are
persons have died lately to a small town of men held, when, seeing that the Indians
the statementthat Grant will have a solid deleSouthern Russia from eating poisoned fish.... were concentrating to cut off his regation from that sectionof the Union in the
Gen. Roberts enteredCabnl, on the 12th tost., treat, Capt Payne, with Company F,
next Republican Convention . The Senatorial
accompanied by the Ameer and his suite. Fifth cavalry, was ordered to charge
committee which has been engaged for several
British troops of all arms lined the road, and the hill, which he did in gallant style,his horse
weeks in an investigation of the alleged bribery
the artillery fired a salute when the British being shot under him and eeveralof his men
of certain members of the Kansas Legislature
standard was hoisted at the entrance to the wounded.
at the time Ingalls was re-elected to the Senate,
The Indians having been driven from this
city.
last winter,has adjourned to meet again in
point, the company was rallied on the wagonA dispatch dated Simla, Oct. 14, train. Maj. Thornburghthen gave orders to
Washington in December.
says the camp at Ali-Kheyl has been attacked Cherry to bold his position and cover Capt. Law• • A.C. Woodworth has been put npon
son's retreat,who was orderedto fall back slowthe Massachusetts Greenback ticket for lieu- by large numbers of neighboringtribes. The
ly with the led horses of his company. Cherry
tenant Governor, in place of Wendell Phillips. attack was repulsed. Twenty- three Afghan
called for volunteersof twenty men, who recorpseswere fonnd, and it is believed many sponded promptly. They fought with desWASHINGTON.
more were carried off. The Britishcasualties peration,as nearly ever)' man was wounded
were only five wounded
. .The tenant-farmers
The Treasurer of the United States to two counties of Ireland are practicing as well before he reached the camp, and two men were
Wiled.
reports the total amount of standard silver as preaching. Five hundred agriculturists
Maj. Thornburgh started back to the wagonmet
in
Connty
Mayo
and
solemnly
dollars coined at $42,757,750; amonnt on hand
train, after giving his final orders to Capt Payne
in the treasury offices. $31,703,680; amonnt pledged themselves to pay no rent until a re- to charge the mil, snd to Capt Lawson and
duction shall bb granted proportionateto the Lieut Cberry to cover the retreat He mnst
outstanding in circnlanon, $l],054,080....The
great fall of prices of an kinds of produce.
have been shot dead when barely half-way
Treasury Departmenthas arranged with exthere, as his body waa seen by one of Capt.
press companies to transport all shipments of
Lawson’smen, with life extinct and lying on
fractional silver to partiesordering it at the
Business Integrity.
appealed to, bnt has not responded. This is
the fifth murder within the last three weeks in
Carter county, four of the murdered men being
Underwoods and a member of the Holbrook
tribe,and nothing has been done to check this
fearful bloodshed.*

.

in the shoulder.

utterly impossible, the ascent being nearly perpendicular. All that we could do during the las Heeney, Thomas Lynch, Fred Bernhard,
E. Mullen.
poetoffice money orders.... The city of Chi- dav was to keep a good lookout from the loopCompany E, Third cavalry—Sergt Jamee
huahua has been captured by Mexican revolu- holes, and return the fire when any Indian
showed his head. This, however, was a very Montgomery, Bergt Allen Lupton, Corporals
tionists.
rare occurrence,as the Indians have rifle-pits C. F. Eichwurzel.Frank Hunter; Privates Jae.
and loop-holes. Before dark every horse bui Conway, John Crowley, W. H. Clark, Orland

Gen. Grant sailed from San Francisco

killed at

wound

children were

missing, and nothing whatever could bo found
to indicatewhat had become of them. They
have either been murdered and buried or else

this country has been conclnded relative to

for Oregon on the steamer St. Paul, on the 9th

fcTwo passengers were

charged them with his company, while we
covered him from onr rifle-pits,bnt this was

An agreement between Germany and

Gen. Roberts, in command of the

13.

couriers from what was the White River

from his wagon. A teamster named Julias
Moore, who was with him when he left here,
cavalry.
was founa about 100 yards from Goldstein,
Private John Burns, Company F, Fifth cav- with two bullet-holesin his bieaat, and his
proceeds
'
body kicked and mntilated with a knife or
The Indians still surround us, and pour In alrv.
Michael Firerton, Campauy F, Fifth cavalry. hatchet As the command advanced through the
an effectivefire from a commanding bluff,at a
Samuel McKee, Company F. Fifth cavalry.
canyon, they came to an old coal mine, and in
distance of 500 or COO yards, having a crossAmos D. Miller, Company F, Fifth cavalry. it was found the dead body of an agency emThomas Mooney, Company D, Fifth cavalry. ploye named Dresser. He had evidently been
fire upon our position, which position was
Michael Lynch, Company D, Fifth cavalry. wounded, and crawled in the mine to die'. His
chosen hastilyon the first day of the fight
Charles Wright, Company D, Fifth cavalry. coat was folded up and placed under his head
All onr horses and all but twelve mules have
Dominick Cuff, Company E, Third cavalry. for a pillow.
been killed. We sheltered them as beat we
WagoumasterMcKinstry.
On entering the agency a scene of quiet des-

hearty commendation of the gallantryand soldierly conduct of Capt Francis8. Doa e Ninth
Carey, of Philadelphia, is announced,at the ad- cavalry, and the officersand men of his com- could, witn wagons, but to no purpose.
Capt Dodge and Lieut Hueben, with Comvanced age of 86 years. He was the best- pany, D, Ninth cavalry, in forcing a junction
known of American writers on protectioa .... with the forces under Capt. Payne, Fifth cav- pany D, Ninth (colored) cavalry, came to eur
Dr. Le Movne, the cremationist, who built the alry, which were beleagueredby the hostile In- rescue yesterday morning at daybreak,after a
furnace at Washington, Pa., died lately, and dians. The report in which this result is an- forced night march of tuirty-flve miles from
was burned in his own crematoiy. . .Henry H. nounced is written with the severestbrevity, Bear river. Cheer upon cheer rent the air
Farnum, President of the National Bank of and shows that Capt Dodge, in addition to from onr trenches when it was ascertained who
Port Jervis, N. Y., died a few days ago, aged his other qualities,possesses that perfect mod- were coming. A lull in the firing enabled them
esty which should always characterize the true to come in and shelter their horses as well as
71 years, He was married six days before, and
soldier. His conduct ft held up for the emula- possible, taking to the fortificationsquickly,
leaves to his widow $1,000,000.
tion of the officersin this department, and will when the attack redoubled its fury. Had the
be duly brought to the notice and consideration heights been accessible,Capt Dodge would have

The death of

were located on commandingbluffs. Their position was too strong. The whole force of troops
was brought out, and the Indians retired to a
line of natural fortificationsabout three miles
nearer the White River Agency. Gen. Merritt
took advantage of this move snd transferred his
camp to open ground on Milk creek, where the
hostile* could uot reach them from any surrounding blnff. The stench at the other camp
compelled the change, and a better position was
secured, and near water.

and First Beret Dolan, of Company F, killed
instantly.McKinstry and McKee were killed
and many others wounded. Onr greatest
danger now is past The men have now moetlv
covered themselves,bnt the poor horses and
moles are constantly fallingabout us.
Just about snndown a charge was attempted,
bnt repulsed,the Indians trying to drive off
some of onr horsee which had broken loose.
The attack ceased at dark, and soon every
man was at work enlarging the trenchee, hauling oat the dead horses, caring for the woundeel and buryingthe dead.
At daylight the attack was resumed, and the
firing of the sharpshootershas been kept in
every day since, sndoccasionally
at night, sending ns to onr pits in a scramble.
This is the fifth day of our siege, but we are
determined to hold out, if it takes a month for
succor to reach us. Bnt we are confident
that Gen. Merritt, who?e name is npon the lips
of every one, is on the road to rescue us.
THE KILLED.
The names of the killedand wounded are as

Chf.yennk, Wy. T.,Oct

R

gence in not himeelf examining the method
and principles on which the building was being constructed,said negligence criminally
caneing death. Immediately npon these findings being known. ProsecutingAttorney
Underwoodappeared before Justice R. B. Robbins, and swore out warrants for the arrest of
Sizer, H. H. and E. R. Armstrong, and W. T.
Lawrence on the charge of manslaughternnder
the findings, which are quite lengthyand prepared with minute care. The parties would be
amenableto the charge of murder or manslaughter, at the option of the proseentingofficer.

At Cincinnati the manufacturers say
that they are employing extra hands
and are running their machinery to its
full capacity, and are still unable to
meet all their orders.

THE MARKETS.
NEW YORK.
............................
$,‘, 30 610
.............................
3
6 4
Cotton ............................10)4®
Floub— Superfine.................5 'W ® 5
Wheat— No. 2 .....................
1 27 ® 1
Cobh— Weetern Mixed .............55 (c$
OATH-Mlxed .......................37
Ryk -Weetern ..................... SI
PoBk-Meei ......................
10 0U ®10
Labd ..............................
......

W

....

®
®

CHICAGO.
Biivig-Cbolce Graded Steer* ..... 4 50 ® 5 00
Cows and Heifer* ..... ... 2 10 ® 3 25
Medium to Fair ..........8 75 $ 4 00
Hoo* .............................
3 00 ® 8
FLOUR-FancyWhite Winter Ex. . 6 00 d 6
Good to Choice Spring Ex. 5 00 @ 6
Wheat— No. 2 Spring .............1 10 <f| 1
No. 8 Spring .............1 03 0 1
Cobb— No. 2 ....................... 88
OaT*— No. 2 ......................
27
Bit— No. 2 ........................ 68
Barlkt -No. 2 ...................
75
Butter— Choice Creamery ........ 24
Eoo*— Fresh ...................... 14J4(L
Pork— Me** ......................
10 00 010
Lard .............................. 6
.

®
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MILWAUKEE.
.....................
112
No. 1 .....................
1 10
Cobb— No. 2 .......................
Oat*— No. 2 .......................
Rye— No. 1 ........................ 51
Barley— No. 2 .................... 68
8T. LOUIS,
Wheat-No. 2 Red Fall ............ 1 1»
Corb— Mixed ...................... 36
Oats— No. 2 ...................
....
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CINCINNATI.

Wheat ..........................190
44
Corn....••••••••••••••••••••••••'
Oats.....
Rte ........

.

Pore— Me**
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0
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TOLEDO.

Wheat— Amber

J] 0
*4 0

Coen— No. 2.
Oat*— No. 2.

48

Michigan ......... J
No. 2 Red ................1

Floub — Choice.

^

J

80
TO
90 010

J Jj
1 25
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DETROIT.
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The latest news from Merritt’scommand
It reaches onr flank, and blanis of a startlbg nature.
courier comes
kets, blouses and empty sacks were reeely used
to extinguish the flames. Borne of the wagons into Rawlins with important dispatches
were set on fire, which required all the force
Merritt
nature
wnich
EAST LIBERTY. PA.
possible to smother it No water can be ob- the courier is
aware, except that
tatoed and the smoke is suffocating, bnt the mountain howitzersare asked for. Tne courCommon ................. 8 80
fire passes and we hold our position.Mean- ier states that heavy fighting has been going on
2 45
time, a constant volley is poured npon us, since Tuesday morning. At that time an at- Boos ..............................
3 00
Capt Payne being wounded for the second time, tempt was made to dislodgethe Indiana, who Buur., ...........................
.

U0
87
10)4
40
8714
56
41
S8
66

00

F

0

4 15

cud sympathy between the East and
the West will be deepened, and the interests of the different sections become

4i)a

|{aIlitHiI

more homogeneous.

HOLLAND

CITY.

MICHIGAN.

The Michigan Railway Horror.
The Michigan Central railroad has plumed

An Indiana Judge has decided that
courts have nothing whatever to do with

the records of churches. John Wagner,
of Indianapolis,had

gone to court to

itself

for years

upon

freedom from accimourning arrived on

its

dents, but its time for

the morning of the 10th of October, at 1:30.
At that honr the Pacific express, duo in Chicago at S a. m., was rounding a curve at Jack-

ask that Father Sohnell be required and son (Mich.) Junction just east of the last
compelled to produce in court the books switch at the high bridge east of the junction,
and records of his church containing when

the engineer, Milton Gilbert, saw, through
the fog, an engine and train bnt a few rods
the baptismal records of a little daugh- ahead on the main track. The whistle soundter of Wagner, who was baptized in.his ed for brakes, and it is supposed the engine
was reversed and all efforts made by the enchurch according to the nues and rites gineer and fireman to save their own lives and
the mass of living freight behind them ; but
of the Catholic Church, in July last, by
they do not live to tell the tala
The engineerand fireman on the switch-enand with the consent and at the request
gine, which thus mysteriouslystood upon the
of the mother, Mrs. Wagner, who was main track just as the express might be exthen in the city
a visit, and that pected, jumped and saved their lives. They
had just pulled out of the big switch,which
Father Schnell, in the presence of the forms the gateway to the Jackson yards, to
court, be required to erase, cancel and back on the side-track, and were preparingto
back, when the express appeared, coming at
destroy said baptismal.
Judge full speed around the curve.
The express train was composed of the en-

on

The

refused to make such an order.

The biography of James Buchanan,
ex-Presidentof the United States,

danger

of never

work was

first

is in

being finished. The

intrusted to the hands of

the late William B. Reed, but he was

up when

obliged to give it
necessary fpr him

to

became

remove from Phila-

delphia to New York. Then
ferred to the late

it

it was trans-

Hon. John Cadwala-

der, but his other duties prevented

from making much progress in

it.

him

Now

made with George
New York, to write

gine, baggage-car, smoking-car— in which
there were twenty passengers— two carloads of
emigrants,mostly French Canadians going up
to the lumber woods of Northern Michigan ;
one first-class and seven Wagner coaches;
twelve cars in all. The engines grappled like
two living monsters,each piled over the other,
the lighter switch-engineuppermost, and both
fell to the north side of the track, a mountain
of iron, burying beneath it the crushed bodies
of the engineer and fireman. The baggage
and smoking-car and tender were broken to
pieces, and, most miraculously,both the express messenger and baggageman escaped
with their lives, though badlv injured.
The next car to the smoking-car,the first
second-class, was the one in which the terrible
carnage took place. The car in its rear left its
trucks and telescoped through it and six feet
beyond, crushing over and through the seats,
and killing and wounding the occupants in a
manner that cannot bo described, as scarcely
any eye-witnessfrom that fated car is loft able
to tell anything. Out of at least fifty,passen-

SABBATH READING.
Prof.

David Swing on Belence and the Idea
of Immortal Life.

gone.' Thus the strange difference between matter and mind does not
involve our future life, unless we are
like the Indian, and in the fields of the
blessed our faithful dogs are to bear us
company. Borne of our philosophers
saw that their distinction between matter and mind proved more than was desirable, and, rather than give up their
argument, they asked what objection it
is if in that second arena of i»f>n Re
shall be snrronnded with the creatures
which so loved and cheered him here?
Bnt unfortunately the argument would
not include affectionate animals only,
but all brutes which possess mental ac-

MICHIGAN NEWS.

life is

In projectingnpon the world its exact form of thongnt, natural science baa
interferedwith some of the former
methods of proving the fact of a second
life for man. It has interfered also
with the almost universal assumption
of the second life, for thetendingof the
exact sciences is toward the overthrow
of assumptions of all kinds and toward
a relianceupon demonstrative forms of
evidence. There are fashions or habits
of argument just as there are fashions
of dross, or architecture, or decoration.
tion.
Some ages argued from persons in auThus on this side and that the old
thority, and a proposition was true bepleadings have been modified, and the
cause some man great in place had said
hope of endless existenceseeks other
it in profound dignity. As children
warrants for the present and future aswant no more perfect proof of anything
surance of the soul. And while the
than that they heard father or mother
more severe form of reasoning is thus
so declare, so there have been simple,
driving the public toward the old rechildlike ages which asked for no evipose; it is further disturbed by the
dence except that their learned man, appearance and greatness of certain
their squire, or bishop, or priest, had persons who have sown over the civiltold them to such a purport. In those
ized lands the seeds of annihilation.
times anything in song or history was Qnite a large group of illustriousminds
true, for a book was such a rare and
are now seen gathered around the tomb
noble thing that it was not dreamed of
of man in their gloomy service of perthat an error would live and thrive in
petual death. Were they wicked peoBuck a holy place. Thus the fashion of ple, or were they noisy, rude orators at-
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others of almost equal genius, stand
quite stubbornly opposed to the
thought that man will live again ; and
sucli is the dignity and moral worth of
this family of intellects that one who
seeks to know tho present attitude of
this one articleof faith must mention at
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The exact sciences, therefore, may be reunion of friends beyond the grave.
looked npon as carrying the human Miss Sara Hennell, John Stuart Mill,
family from an old habit to a new one, Harriot Martineau, Prof. Clifford, and
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1,464.15

25.716.88
8,660.62
183.03
7.321.25
3,000.62
4.576.78

8.6*10.62

188.09

rying society from despotism over to
7.321.25
8,660.62
constitutional government, and just as
Ticknor Curtis, of
4,5*5.78
our century is carrying labor across
2.745.47
2.748.47
the life and have it ready for publication
2.745.47
2.745.47
from a hand to a machine. In all this
1,876.07
1JC6.07
in 1880. Mr. Curtis is to have charge gers it contained, there are fifteendeaths known transplantingsome harm is done. Our
05,108
65
17,387.00
to have resulted. There wore none in
of its printingand publication, and is to that car that escaped death or serious builders of new homes transplant great
8.236.40
8,236 40
7.3*1 25
7,8*1.25
receive $8,000 for his literary labors and iujury. In the car that telescoped this one and trees from forest to lawn— trees that least these gifted souk
4.026.60
4,026.68
did the fearful work there were none killed, but
are a quarter or half century old. Be
48.045.87 48^'6.68
We have now found a few elements
one-half the copyright of the work.
many were injured. Back of this there were
4.575.78
4.675.78
none’ hurt, as the force of the collisioncarried the care ever so great that the roots of discord existing between society and
1,464 26
1.461.28
the entire wreck several rods, and the long may be saved, and that a ton or two of
1 261.29
1,281,22
The Troy Steam-HeatingCompany line of rear cars lost the great force of the the mother earth may go along with the its old arguments, and we most mention
8,660.62
3,660 03
one
more.
The
church,
mistaking
1,180.70
1,189.70
shock and kept on the track. Indeed, there
have commenced laying pipes to convey
tree, yet many of these abducted sons
61.1WT.46
13.727.34
Paul’s argument for the resurrectionof
were many in the sleeping coaches who did
1.1.72.78
1.872.78
of the woods die in their new homes,
steam through the streets of that city, not oven wake np.
the soul to be a statement of the resur5,489.14
1,173.73
Some idea of the horror of the wreck may be being unable to endure such blazing rection the body, has in most of its
20.284.88 71,355.56
The iron pipes are first covered with obtainedfrom the fact that the trucks of the
sunlight, or such a weak soil, or such branches taught that man’s body would
5,53*45
5.582.45
1.464.25
hair felting,and are then run into five cars were all crowded close together upon wild winds. So in the removal of man1.464.35
be recalled to life. We have all heard
the track, and occupied loss than one- fourth
16.030.88 8H.4S2.04
wooden logs. These logs lie only about of the length of the cars they belonged to.
kind from one custom to another, many sermons that went to show that God
22,128.92
is.iwun
83.981.36 88.285.15
The train was manned as follows- I. Ladd, fail to breathe well in the new air, some
-ur feet below the surface of the ground
wonld find the scattered limbs of the
7.121.25
7.121.25
of Detroit, conductor: Milt Gilbert, of Detroit, dying of communism when transplanted
24 521.88
20,118.48
dead soldiers, or the atoms of the marIt is intended to lay four miles this sea- engineer; E. B. Smith, of Detroit, fireman;
58.837.77
54,008.84
John Howell and William Pringle, nrakeman; to liberty, and some dying of vanity
177,887.78 1H1, 407.86
son. The boiler-house,situated on the E. Bennett,baggageman ; and M. Carlisle,ex- when carried to riches, and some dying tyrs consumed by the flames— teachings
1,880 81
which helped to unfit the present for
1.830.31
bank of the Hudson river, with a large press messenger.The only ones killedof this of atheism when removed from the
that
perfect
surrender
of
the
body
and
list were the engineer and fireman. The excoal-yard in the rear, is nearly com- press and baggage men were badly bruised, credulity of the simple-minded Puritans that perfect isolationof the sonl from _ To tils.....*63). 000, 000 81.158.096.21 IL417.980 90
and monks. Not that the weakest ones the earthly body which must be a part
pleted. The boilers are now being but had no bones broken.
The followingcountieswere attached
The work of getting at the dead and wounded perish in the transfer,but that in all
of modern religiousbelief. To many to others: Crawford to Kalkaska;
made in Syracuse, and are to be twenty- was at once commenced by a large force of
these ebbings and flowings of thought
the science which shows the mortality Montmorency to Alpena, and Oscoda to
two feet long with twenty-eight flues railroad employee, and continued through Mho there is not only a disturbance that
night. The wounded who needed care were
of the body seems also to be implying a Alcona.
six inches in diameter. The first boil- taken as quicklyas possible V> the Hurd and brings good, but one also that brings ilL
parallel mortality of the soul. Many
The differencebetween the total ol
ers will be set with the Jarvis furnace, Hibbard Houses, at Jackson, and the dead It may be that the largest genius may minds naturally hostile to religionand taxes and the aggregate apportionment
bodies to the differentundertaking rooms. bend along with the smallest under this
not willing to think calmly or wisely, in the counties of Allegan,Barry, Berto burn screenings for fuel. It will re- Nearly all the wounded bad friends among the
strange influence of a new form of and unable to think deeply, hasten to
killed, and moans of anguish from the sufferers
rien, Cass, Clinton, Crawford, Eaton,
quire about forty boilers to heat the enin both mind and body were agonizingbeyond thought.
declare Christianity overthrown when Ingham, Ionia, Jackaon, Kalamazoo,
description.A full corps of physicians and
tire city.
It will be admitted by all that the
the doctrine that this body shall ever Kent, Lapeer, Livingston, Macomb,
surgeons ami many noble ladies were busy all
new method of argument sprung upon rise is being abandoned. Whereas the
night, making tho’woumled as comfortableas
Monroe, Oakland, Ottawa, Roscommon,
The late Maj. Cavagnari, the victim possible, while the undertakerswere assisted society by tho scientific mind must Bible never taught the new life of this Saginaw, Shiawassee, St. Clair, St Joot the Cabul massacre, was a man of in performing the last ofiiceaof the dead for have exerted, or must be exerting, some body, but only the immortality of the seph, Van Buren, Washtenaw and
those who were identified.
influence upon the idea of immortality.
person, and, as onr fleshly atoms play no Wayne is caused by the fact that the
great strength, great nerve, and great
The number of dead bodies recovered from
That form of study which invites man part in our personality here, they will amounts which those counties are inthe wreck was seventeen, while over *itX) persons
calmness. He one day was obliged to were more or less injured, of whom several to reconsider his tenets about creation
play no part in the personal identity of debted to the State is added to the
and the Bible and the existence or na- the future.
settle with a dozen stalwartand armed will die
amonnt of their apportionment
General Manager Lcdyard and several other
Afridis some vexed land question. They oflicprsof the road resolved themselves into a ture of God must, of course, command
Having
marked
some
of
the
causes
Stete Items.
that a new argument be found for
surrounded him with angry vehemence, council of investigation.It appears that the
of change and unrest in the common
The Supreme Court has commended
man engaged in making up the freight-trains at the hope of any career after this one
some with hands on their daggers; the east end of the yard went to the telegraph shall have ended. We need not con- thought as to any other world than this, with 160 oases.
Cavagnari stood quiet, fearless,impas- office ai the junctionand got informationthat fess that man’s faith has been in the let ns seek the actual attitude of this
Mbs. Stearn, mother of Matthew
the Pacifk.was nearly fifty minutes late. Ho
idea so full of precious human hope,
sive. DUdCieniy
Suddenly tne
the biggest Ol
of tbo
the reportedto Jones, the engineer
Stearn, of Campbell, Ionia county, is
Bive.
of the switch- least shaken or need be shaken, but we
igir
do need to confess that some of the old and weigh rapidly the new witnesses 104 years old.
Afridis measured his length upon the
Pacific’stime in which to make up a freight- assumptions and data must be pushed against this hope.
The Catholic Church burned, a few
ground, and the Major returned his train, and it was this work they were engaged aside to receive new ones, and perhaps
Science has taken away the rose-bush
in when the collision occurred. Engineer Gildays ago, at Marquette. Loss about
argument
and
the
argument
from
the
hand to his pocket with unruffledcom- bert had made up at least twenty minutes of more enduring ones, in their stead.
$12,000;insured for $4,000.
posure. The swift thoroughness of bis lost time, and came tearing along ax full Pushed aside as being not influential, simple existenceof a difference between
The Grand Chapter of the Order of
matter
and
mind.
It
can
find
no
esspeed through the fog, to destruction, fifteen even if not false.
that knocking down cowed the fierce minutes before ho was expected.
sential immortality in man any more the Eastern Star was in session in Bay
It was once felt by us all in early life
hillmen. Presently Cavagnari said
than in tho horse, the dog, and the bird. City last week. Delegates were present
that the fact that the flowers died in auAnd it has helped the church interpret from all parts of the State.
Daring Train Robbery.
apologetically to a friend who had
tumn and grew again in the spring was
better its Bible doctrine of a resurrecA
bold and eucceaafultrain robbery wm per
According to the Ludington Record,
watched the scene from a distance:
argument that the soul would bloom
tion, bnt beyond this it has not gone. a fair bnt over-workedgirl, 14 yean
petrated on the evening of the 7th inst, at
after
the
body
had
gone
down
into
the
“It was absolutely necessary. Please
It may think that it has destroyed the old, in Riverton, is doing fall plowing,
Glendale, a small station on the Chicago and
don’t think I lost my temper; I was Alton railroadonly fifteen miles from Kansas winter of the grave. In such resem- expectation, or hope, or fear of an eter- through the avarice of her parents.
blances we found warrant for a part of
nal world, but, if so, it will not be the
perfectly cool; but I was forced to City, by a party of twelve bushwhackers.ParThe body of Jonathan King, of
the great conclusion. We got along
first time in history when more conticulars
of
the
crime
are
given
as
follows
by
a
maintain my ascendency ;” and then he
Rives, has been received. He went
well enough until a more exact method
clusions have been assumed than the
north on a hunting trip some days since,
added meditatively,“and I wanted also correspondent: The night express of the Chi- of thought came to remind ns that the
premises would warrant. One of the
cago and Alton, which loft Kansu City at 6 tree and the rose bash do not die in the
and died in camp. Ho was an early
to save my life.”
most common things in the world is for
o’clock this evening, bound for Chicago and St.
settler of the connty.
autumn.
They
retain their life all win
Louis, met with a thrillingadventuresoon after
a logical verdict to be made to expand
ter.
When
the
dead
rose
bush
or
the
The fourteenth annual reunion of
its wheels had commenced to tell off the miles
Tee race of the Pacific railroads to across the fields and forests of Missouri. The pine timber in our houses shall have too much, and become a false verdict the Twentieth Michigan infantry ocby too wide an application. When the
the Western coast is likely to become conntry for many miles this side of Kansu City budded and blossomed, then the analocurred at Marshall the other day.
patriots of France found a logic which
has a noted history as having been for many
spirited. The Northern Pacific is being years the abode of bands of desperadoes and gy between the vegetable world and led to liberty, the Red Republicans About 100 were present. The next reunion will be held at Jackson, Oct. 13,
robbers. Between Independence and the town the world of man will be complete.
pushed through Dakota; the Atchison, of Bine Springs, and about twenty miles from What was once an argument becomes attempted to spread the beautiful
1880.
license,
Topeka and Santa Fe is working rapid- Kansas City, is the village of Glendale, which thus only a beautiful illustration of the flag over murder
Martin R. Salter, of Disco, Maand the blood of the best men
consists of a water-tank, a small station-house
ly into Arizona, and we now have as- and a few dwellings. These nestle in the dark resurrection, whose real basis must be
drenched the sonl of France. So that comb county, issues a piteous appeal
surances that work on the Texas Pacific shadows of a hollow— a dismal and forlorn sought far away from any bed of bud- grand conclusion which onr nation for assistance in search of his missing
place. About 7 this evening, a few minute* l>e- ing or dying flowers.
wrung from England in 1770, and brother, Milton B. Salter. He says:
will shortly commence from a point fore the express train fiom Kansas City was
HI have not heard from him for six
And
so
the
difference
between
what
is
which has put on new and truer qualiwest of Fort Worth, in Texas, to San due, twelve masked mon entered the station and
took possession, enforcing strict obediencewiih called mind and what is called matter ties ever since, has been too much in- months (he left home March 19), and
Diego, on the coast of Southern Cali wicked- looking revolversand other weapons. served for generations to confirm sociflated by the Gommunists, and has mother is almost wild.”
fornia. It is creditable to Col. Thomas Mr. W. E. Bridges, AssistantAuditor of the ety in a perfect belief in a second exist- often been asked to hold all the forms
Mr. G. W. Partridge, who has been
road, wu in the office, with Agent Molntire.
ence.
Oar
wise
men
said
:
It
is
not
appointed
special Deputy Collector at
The
robbers
ordered
them
to
throw
up
their
of
idleness
and
a
confiscation
of
private
A. Scott, the projector of the latter
hands, which they did at once. They then re- the flesh that reasons and loves and re- goods. It has always been easy to Detroit, in place of Mr. V. B. Bell, reroad, that during his visit to Europe, in
lieved them of all of their effects, and took members, and which exists in full powmake that flag, onee woven by bleeding signed, has had ten years’ experiencein
search of rest and renewed health, he what they chose of tho contents of the office. er when the body is quite wasted away,
hands and dying eyes, to wave for lib- clerical duty in the army, and in the
They then placed them under guard and detook occasion to interest a number of molished the telegraph instruments. Having for, even when the limbs are paralyzed erty, to wave also for the inspiration of War and Interior Departments, and was
capitalists in the enterprise, from whom, done this they cut the wires outr.de and the body almost dead, this mind license and anarchy. Bo science, hav- for ionr years clerk to the Senate Comthe office. They then awaited the ar- blazes on like a sun at noon. This
ing mode some great steps forward, and mittee on Commerce.
at is affirmed, he procured all the neces- rival of the express.Soon tho train
served
well
for
generations, bnt along having, indeed, found a new land, of
Tommy Kidd, a life man at the State
arrived, and the engine stopped at the
sary means to construct the road. The
tank, and the muked men took possession of came the exact form of thought, and thought, set np its banner of conquest, prison, has gone quite extensively into
western half of the United States occupy the train. Three men, climbing into the ex- called attention to the word “almost,” bnt in its exuberant pride it has claimed the bird-raisingbusiness. He has a
press car, ordered the startled messenger to
such a vast expanse of territory, §o surrenderand deliver his keys to them. and asked us whether the mind ever too many, of the adjacent lands and number of very fine canaries,all of
blazes forth when the body is not al- continents. As some of the early he- which, except the younger ones, are
sparsely settled in the main, that we When he manifesteda disposition to defend the
property of the company, he wu struck most, but aftopef/ier.dead? For the roes of Queen Elizabeth sailed with good singers. He is the man who made
clearly need additional lines of tele- on the head with tbe^iutt of a heavy requestion is not raised over man when great pomp to take possessionof Amer- the beautiful flower-bed in the yard
graph and railroad to tie them together volver and knocked down and overpowered. almostrdead,but over man when dead ica in her name, and to that end landed which has been so much admired by
The robbers seized his keys and took packages
more closely. One transcontinental estimated to contain about 935,000 in correnoy wholly and turned to dust. So here on the Carolina coast, and set np a flag visitorsthe past summer.
the safe. Meantime the rest stood guard, f«il« one more argument of the careless —and then hurried back to claim the
The report of the State Salt Inspectroad is not enough. Four will not be from
offering no violence,and not disturbingthe
yesterday.
Queen’s e mile— which flag one savage or shows the amount of salt inspected
too many. The tne we now have has passengers.
Again, this exact science continnes or one coast-storm could remove; so during the month of September to be
They immedistely went away, mounting
been of incalculableadvantage to the horses and scattering, while the train departed to be pitiless, and it reminds ns that our scientificheroes have, as they think, 264,304 barrels, the largest monthly
country. The wonderful development for the eut The whole affairoccupiedless our distinction between mind and mat- taken possessionof x'ast continentsof production in the history of the Michithan five minutes.When the train reached
of our Western domain is largely of its Bine Springs the facts were reported. Boon ter is not a conclusive proof, for the thoughts,and have raised emblems, as gan salt trade, being 41,000 barrels
procuring.So it will be with these after a special tram wu ordered to take a heavy faithful dog when dying, when par- though those domains could never re- more than the product of the correforce of men from Kansu Cjly to Glendale, alyzed in every limb from an injury vert to Christianity.
sponding month in 1878. The product
new lines. All along what is no* a and in » few minutes they were in hot pursnit
lor the year up to Oct l,is 1,612,295
from a wagon wheel or falling tree, will
wilderness will spring up a series of The leader of the -gang, a toll man with a to its last second look lovingly toward The census enumeratorsnext year barrels against 1,611,775 barrels for the
heavy sandy beard, hu been s««t several times
villages, towns and cities ; the commer* lately in tho vicinityof Glendale.
corresponding season in 1878.
its master, and will kiss his hand till I are to do their work in Jnne.
a contracthas been
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--------reflector
------ lamps.
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unuguThis western country is 8bIe •nou*h WM the scene on the dark
A

itself,and the
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more you see of P,a*n8» “H* and miles from nowhere

and incidents that cross our path

the

a

in

$9eme^ Mke so many imps

:

If

up

you can make

number of

DRESS SILKS HOSIERYof
and

colors.

dies*

of

Fall and winter DRESS GOODS.
The latest styles and patterns.
to and
Real novelties.

would make a good-sizedvolume, rh*1' “ ball,Mye8.,, •« they flitted
and above all I gloiy in the independent fro.,hesilence only kroken by the orders—
one can lead.

large

in differentshades

“Jauncb back,” ‘‘carryforward,” "clamp, ”

and

A

large variety

CLOAKS,

of ready made

of different prices.

and

every description; La-

Misses11

Rubber

HOODS, corded

BOOTS, PANTS, CAPS>

ana everythingelse in the rubber

Velvet, Buttons, Nubias, Umbrel-

^ar*tDC88i ^ith the twinkle,twintle of

yew
life

FALL AND WINTER OPENING.

and stormy weather

a goodly amount of this work had to be
done at night through the assistance of

the more you want to see. The charac-

ters

,

_

but only adapted to base line measure-

ZK COLOBALO.
8. C. & 0. 8.,
8ept«mb«r S, 1679.

world in

««

ment!. Owing

",

Caw Trrnumr, Co!., U.

Ms. Editob: —
a

Sfm.

wm p"rorm the du,y "tich iicvoivea
upon ibem even to the thousandth part of
mi ______ : .
an inch. They are not in common use,

line.

las, etc.

HORSE BLANK-

Endless variety of
Stock of PRINTS and
of the latest styles.

GINGHAMS,

ETS.

p:

>r

or occasionalsnatchesof PinaA full line of choice FAMILY GROwhere fore from th« growling prairie wolves, A complete stock CLOAKING, and In our BOOT and SHOE DepartCERIES, including the best Japan
a large variety of Trimmings.
ment, we have a complete line,
you can tumble into a feather bed every who8e curio8Uv was aroused by these
Tea for 50 cents.
piled up in boxes, and lack room to
night, and live on the fat of the land. 8lranKe proceedings, as was also that of a Numbers of SHAWLS, of all prices,
display it. Call for real bargains. All grades of SUGARS, as cheap as
Here you must don you kvnfrwv, California
bewildered antelope, whose
and SKIRTS of different styles,

your mind

to

rough

it,

you can

live

be happy; otherwise stay at home

I

and cavalry boots, strap a brace of whlt6 buttock would appear but for a
revolvers to your belt and put on the air mon,eot on*y disappear in the darknes?,
of a “forty-niner,”tell everyoneyou meet Safflceto 8fty. *be boys have entered up in
that you “ bull-whacked” across the th# arcb»ves of the service at Washington,
plains when Pike’s Peak was a hole in the ,he faste8t bar tiro® ®u record,
ground, you will be pointed out as a mine In the way of amusement, we are well
owner in Leadville, or the proprietor of a Provlded- Equipped as we are with
large cattle ranche on the Arkansas,breech-loadingrifles, and abundance of
“ Variety is the spice of life,” so I will Kame in our immediate vicinity, the mancontribute a little of this spice in the shape ner in w,,ich antelope suffer the penalty
of a sketch of camp life in Colorado.
Colorado. of death is a cou,ion- The sound of the
Since the 1st of July, I have composed ball-bat is heard in the land, and we are
suit

Ladies’ and Misses’

of different
etc., etc.

W

H. Tittmann, our work

of Lieut. 0.

comes in

command

for

a

brouche.

observations as a continuation of the trans-

hesitancy that I can go over the head of s

continentalsurvey, following the 89th

brouche in

parallel

from

than

the Atlantic to the Pacific.

when

a

can remark without the

much more

graceful

I first came to

I

Ca" and

E. J.

least

camp was struck at

West, Colorado Springs and 3Ianitore, are

Hugo, on the Kansas Pacific railway,

within but three hours’ ride of camp.

from which point we struck

During the months

first

and August,
these places were crowd

in a south to

of July

Townsend the hotels at both
ed with the fairest of your Eastern society
block house, on Squirrel creek, where we
went into a permanent camp for the sum- bells, and you can bet that a three hours’
mer. Camp Tittmann, as the "boys” ride had no terrors for the boys under
easterly direction to the old

designatedit, consists of eight palmetto such circumstances.
Give me Colorado at an altitude of 8,000
wall tents with flies, made of the best
Woodberry canvass, four of which

feet, with its clear Italian sky,

are set

and

Invig-

orating climate, in which to spend the
aside for abiding purposes, the balance for
summer; it will discount all the Saratogas
storage,observation, and commissary departments. The lockers of the

and Long Branches that you can produce,
for comfort and pleasure.

latter are

well provided with substantial rationsand

Even from the tomb, the voice of Nature ertes-

presided over by a competent hotel cook,

who

Give us a rest."

A simple, pure, harmless remedy, that

own

cures every time, and prevents disease by

peculiar attractions. Thirty-five miles to

keeping the blood pure, stomach regular,
the westward the Rocky mountains range kidneys and liver active, in the greatest
’.n an unbroken chain from north to south,
blessing ever conferred upon man. Hop

while surmounting all, the stupendoui

Bitters is that remedy,

mass of Pike’s Peak towering

are being blessed by thousands who have

far into the

and

its proprietors

blue sky. The scene at sunrise from the been saved and cured by it. Will you try
camp is grand in the extreme :as the sun it*
rises above the horizon and flashes itself
Bucklin’ 8 Arnica Salve,
first upon the summit then gradually down
The best Salve in the world for Cuts,
the sides; lean imagine it equal to the
Bruises, Sores, Ulcer, Salt Rheum. Tetter,
so oft exalted sunrise on Mt. ^Etna from Chapped hands. Chilblains, Corns, and all
the ruins of Taormina. If we could only kinds of Skin Eruptions. This salve is
guarranteed to give perfect satisfactionin
have the waves of Black lake rippling at
every case or money refunded. Price 25
our camp doors, or could indulge in the
Cents per box. For Sale by Heber Walsh
dreamy motion of the hammock under’ Holland, Michigan.
the shade of some of your fine old maples,
the scene would be

much more improved.

we are only too glad to content
ourselveswith a cool spring which supAs

it

is,

plies a too often lacking necessity in

camp

is

a

Accident! The Americau Cough Cure
not an article of accident or chance, or

common preparation

bug

gotten up to

IMI X

C

hum-

the suffering Public, but it is the final

jr;

IEE

.

Farming Lands for

Sale.

DEFAULT

having been made In the conditions
president of the local board of the American Bible
x-' of payment of a certain Indenture of Mort- 120 acres in Olive. Best laud in the town.
society; chairman of the relief committee after gage, made by Bennett Harrison and Mary L. Harthe big fire of 1871 ; for years he was president of rison bis wife, of the township of Olive, county
40 acres in Olive. Very good laud and wel
the Democratic club; president of the Beard of of Ottawa, and State of Michigan,to Mattalena situated.
Meneuna, of the township of Bangor, county of
Trustees of the Holland cemetery. In 1872 he was Un Buren and State of Michigan,bearingdate
80 acres near VenturaPostofflcoin Holland.
Democraticnominee for Stale senator from this the twenty-fifth day of January, A. I). eighteen 40 acres on Grand Haven road iu Holland town
district;and was president of the Board of Educa- hundred and seventy-slght,and duly recorded In ship, a large part cleared. First rate fruit land
the office of the Register of Deeds of Ottawa
tlon at the time of his decease, and he'd several county. State of Michigan, on page 2't9 of Liber 2
Apply
H. D. POST,
Holland, Mich.
other positions of honor and trust. His immense or Mortgagesin said office, on the twenty-s venth
•lay of Mur. A. D. eighteenhundred and seventy.
practice in obstetricshad given him the confidence
. .>at half past two o’clock in theafternbonof
of the ladies of this community, and the surround- that day, upon which said mortgage there is
ing country, and it needs no explanationat our claimed to be due at the date of tliis notice the
TRUTHS.
hands to say that whoever has that has the confl* sum of live hundred and seventy-eight dollarsand
sixty-one cents ($518.61),and no suit or proceeddencc, nominaliy, of a'l the people.
ings having been instituted at law or in equity.to
He was subject to cramps in the stomach,of recover the debt now remaining secured by said
(A Medicine,not a drink,)
which he got an attack on Friday last, but not in mortgage or any part thereof: Notice is therefore
herebu given. That by virtue of the power of sale
CONTAINS
such a severe degree as formal’y;need the same in said mortgagecontained, said mortgage will be
HOPS, BUCHU.
medlc'nethat he always did. bnt in lighterdoses; foreclosed by a sale of the mortgaged premises, on

to,

HOP BITTERS,
MANDRAKE,

the afternoon he got a chill, which proved to be

DANDELION,

Monday, the Seventeenth(17th) day of
Novepxber,A. D. Eighteen Hundred
and Seventy-nine (1879), at one o’clock

in the afternoon, at the front door of the Ottawa
county circuit conit honffc In the city of Grand
Haven, (said court house being the place of holdleaves a gap in the family circlewhich can never ing the circuit court within the county In which
be Ailed, and in the community one that will be the lands and premises described in saltf mortgage
are situated),at public vendue to the highestbiddifficult to be filled. May he rest iu peace.
der : the lands and premises in said mortgage
described, being to-wlt: All that certain piece or
Parcel ol land situate and being in the township
of Olive, county of Ottawa, and State of Michigan,
and describid as follows, to-wit : The south threefourths (Xths) of the west halt of the sottheast
quarterof section eighteen(18) In town »•!.north of range fifteen (15) west, containingsixty
(6") acres, or so much thereof as may be necessary
to satisfythe amonut due on said mortgage, with
Interest at the rate of ten per cent per year, and
the legal costs of this foreclosure together with an
Just Published. In a Sealed Envelope,price 6 cents. attorney’s fee of twenty five dollars as in said
mortgage agreed and provided.
A Lecture on the Nature. Treatment and
Dated Holland, August 20th. A. D. 1879.
Radical cure of Seminal Weakness, or Sp-rmaMATTALKSA MENEGUA, Mortgagee.
torrhoja, induced hy Sell Abuse, Involuntary EmisD. POST, Attorney for said Mortgagee.
sions, imnotoncy.Nervous Debility,ami Impedi28-13w.
ments to Marriagegenerally; Consumption, Epilepsy, and Fits; Mental ami Physical Incapacity,
etc.— By ROBERT J. CULVERWELL, M. D.
author of the •• Green Book,” etc.

And

tji* Purest and Best Midtcal
TIEB or ALL OTHER BlTTEUS.

He

All Diseases of tho Stomach, Bowels,
Blood, Liver, Kidneys it ud Urinary Orirans, Nervousness, Sleeplessness,

Female Complaints and Dmnkcnncu.
IIOOO in Gold

Ailmtiocmcnts.

LECTURE
sjmTOA YOUNG
3SAEN

Qcau-

THEY CURE

He was known to be a Christian, a faithful and

THE GEEATEST BLESSING.

nevertheless the Emerajjl plains which
their

ID,

family on the 1st day of August, 1874. He was

affectionatehusband, and an indulgent father.

surroundus on every side have

I* Pleased U, acknowledge the completenessof our Stock,

declining, but finding things unsatisfactory out

about 8 o’clock,apparently sleeping.

not as grand as could be desired, but

yo“

HA.RRIN-CtTOIST'-

congestive, of which he died in the evening at

Hy. Po. Scotio.

our stomach’s sake. Our surroundingsare

them.

exchange for goods.

there, returnedand arrived back here with bis

in

dishes up hash a la Delmonico, for

l00k ovcr ll,e Storo' and

HOLLAIN'

And

moment imagine that we are
We left Denver, July 7th, equipped for a
five-months’ sojourn on the plains and in isolated from the society of the geutler
the mountains. Our outfit consisting of sex, although I must admit that in our
horses, mules, saddle ponies, road and camp a woman is as big a curiosityas was
freight wagons, the latter loaded with the white whale in the New York acquatents, instruments, and various other camp rium. As it is, the swell resorts of the
do not for a

paraphernalia. The

in

if they don’t see

also, stove wood.

manner

Colorado.

crowded that we desire our customers to ask for goods

a

consist of triangulationsand astronomical

I

e are so

and hundreds of

else,

other necessary, useful and ornamental articles, too numerous to
mention.

Lime, Stucco, Lath, Shingles, Salt (by the pound or barrel) always on hand.

share, as does also a daily

skip over the plains on the back of

to

Ready Made CLOTHING — the largprices. Babies’ Bootes!
est and most complete stock ever
brought to Holland.

Wheat, Corn, Oats, Potatoes, Butter and Eggs taken

cue of a party of ten, sent out from the rapidly acquiringthe reputationof prodepartment of the U. S. Coast and Geo- fessional base-bal lists. Target practice
detic Survey at Washington, in

anywhere

UNDERWEAR,

Will be paid for a case they will not
cure or help, or for anything impure
or injurious found In them.
Ask your druggist for Hop Bitters and
free books, and try the Bitters before
you sleep. Take no other.

Hop Cough Cure and Pain Relief is
the Cheapest, Surest and best.
For sale

by

J. O.

DOE8BUKG.

FOR SALE.

D>E-ACRE

Order of Publication.

LOT, on Land street, fronting
The world-renownedauthor, in this admirable
west, between 11th and 12th streets, with
lecture, clearly proves from his own experience
that the awful consequences
of Sell-Abuse may be bouse, main part 10x21 feet. 14 feet high, and a
effectually removed without medicine, and without kitchenof 13x16. Mr. C. D. Strong occupies the
dangerous surgical operations,bougies,instrn- premises*!present, where those wishing to pur- CTATE OF MICHIGAN, The TwentiethJudic!
Circuit,in Chanccrv.
munts, rings, or cordials; pointing out a mode of chase may apply for inspection.These premises
Suit pending In the Circuit Court for the Conn
cure at onee certain and eflectual,by which every will be sold cheap; small payment down, the balof Ottawa in Chancery,at the city of Grand 11;
sufferer , no matter what his condition may be, may ance on time. And will he found on the map as
the south H of the west j* of lot 0 in block A. veuDlnsaidcounty, ou the 13th day of Sopteinbe
cure himself cheaply, privatelyand radically.
&r~Tt<U Lecture rcillptore a boon to thousands Apply to L. L. STRONG, Fillmore, Mich., or at

V/

O

office.

this
«-3 mo.
lile on the plains. The fairest representa- product of year of study and experiment: anaMu,an„.
and thousands.
CHARLES W. SHERMAN, 1
Composed
of
Plants,
Roots
and
Balsams,
Sent,
under
real,
in
a
p!
Complainant.
tion of shade outside of our tents is a
Sent, under feal. in a plain envelope, to any adr».
res*, on
receipt
of six
cents, or two postage
the
best,
money
can
buy.
For
Coughs
dreM’
on
receipl
of
8ix
good-sized mushroom about five feet from
EVA J. SHERMAN.
,
P*
Defendant.
160 acres,three miles north of the city, on the
my camp door. The block-house hereto- Colds and Croup it has no equal. Sold
Addressthe
19-lv
Grand flaxen road, with dwelling and orchard.
Upon due proof by affidaviton file that Ev*.
T. E. Annis & Co., Druggists & Apothfore spoken of, is a relic of border-life in
12u acres, of which ten arc cleared, situated in Sherman, the defendant in this cause, is a no
ecaries, Holland, Mich.
the township of Olive, near Cole’s mill. Good resident of the said State of Michigan, and is nt
iee
co.,
its palmier days. It has graced the spot
house.
ilAan St., New York; Post OfficeBox. 4586. (W acres of land in Section 21, of the township a resident of another of these United States,t
where it now stands for 25 years, and harwit. of the State of New York, and on motion
of Holland Also 60 acres, mostly cleared, clay, Lowing dfc Cro*8, solicitor*for complainant, it
bored and afforded protectionto many a
gravel and sandy land, adjoiningDirk Panins’. In ordered that the said defendant cause her appet
the township of Holland.
ance to be entered In said cause within thr
traveler;and from its loopholes litis
The above lands can be bought at reasonable month* from the date of this order, and can
terms.
Inquire of
L?nMBBio5»R’
,5y{NARDlT8-°n
Friday,
October
belched forth many a flash and departed
7°° c*n, "le pounelf with our
notice thereof to he served ou said complalnani
that it Will cut Better than
67 years ' at ^ * re,!illence’ ,n
aKt-,d
M. D. HOWARD.
solicitors, and in case of her appearance, that si
many a leaden missive of death to the
Holland, Sept . 16.
83- If.
cause her arswer to complainant’sbill of cot
plaint, to be filed and a copy thereof served <
fiendish red-skins.Its mission in this
OBITUARY.
said complainant’ssolicitors within twenty da
line is completed; it is now known as an
after service on her. or her solicitors, of a copy
_ Th® Doctor was born in the kingdom of the
said.bill and a notice of this order, and In defitt
inn kept by two crack hunters of the
Compact,
Hnbstantlal,
ifeonthereof that said bill be taken as confessedI
Netherlands, in 1812, emigratedto this countryIn
if8
omical
and
easily
managed.
- plains, where the quint-essence of border
said defendant. And it is fntlher orderrd, th
1831, and settled in New York, where he resided
86-tf. f •
Guaranteedto work well and within twenty days from tho date of this order, tl
cow boys do want to congregateto quaff nutll 1857, when he removed west to the city of
give full powerclnimed. The complainantcause a copy of this order to be pu
Engine and boiler complete, lished In the Holland City Nbws. a newspap
bottled "laggar” at 25 cents per drink, Grand Rapids. In I860, after the departureof
Ite,
- .......
including governor, pump, publishedand in circulation in said county
Dr. C. P. Marsh, who np to that time had been
pure Blood, Lou of Energy, I'trore. (and boxing) at the low Otlowa, once in each week for six successB
and make night hideous with their broils
tisl Impotent*.
DUtreMliiHNight
, -•M-'v,A/MtirMlngi
»rice of
the prominent physicianki the colony, a regular
weeks, or cause a cc.pv of this order to be servt
J Emissions,
tmluioas, and many vital
vitfl evUa
evils
and revelry.There is but one lacking call was extendedto him, with a stipulatedamount
Power ...... $ 242.00 personally on said defendant at least twenty da;
. - Horse
.....
resultingfrom Early Error and
.......88S.00 before the time prescribedherein for her appea
f neglectoa.end In premature deingredientthat would make camp life guaranteedto him for two years. From the first, e.loe, treated with onparalleled
aucceas on entirely new
....... 8*3.50
more endurable, and that is wood ; what It must be said, bis career as a doctor and as a Principle*, effecting curee in as many dayt as required
EDWIN BAXTER, Circuit Court Commissioner,
weeks under old nauseatingand dangerous remedies.
JAMES
LEFFEL
dt CO.,
in and for Otlaica County, Michlgai
49-ly
Treatise on Debility" and list of questionssent in
could be more romantic these cool Sep- public cltlxen was marked with success ; he soon
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season. Our fruit interestwill do a big lions to his new office, No 42 Ninth street, severing physician, who was respected by
Also a very largo stock of
thing for this colony yet.
which we may safely call “dental parlors” all that knew him; one whose many kind
in imitation of the names used in large acts will keep his memory green, and long
Blankets, Flannels and
Mr. James Fox, of Grand Rapids, of
cities. He has devoted the northeast cor- be cherished and remembered. We comthe firm of Fox, Shields & Co. fell through
ner of his beautiful residence to his busi- mend this to those afflicted as having in
Beavers,
the elevator-way into the cellar on Sunday
ness and has finished it off and fitted it it much to console them.
evening last, receiving serious injurieson
up in a style that does credit to his taste,
He is gone but not forgottoo, for many Which wc bought In June, which enables ns to sell
them Hilly 10 per cent below present value.
the chest and abdomen. Although the in
to his brother Mr. C. L. Gee, the ornament- trae and friendly hearth will long remem
Our assortmentwill be found very complete In
jury Is not considereddangerous,it will
every department, and our prices guaranteedas
al plastereraud mason, and to the painter, her the genial companian and friend.
low as any In the
.
,
lay him up for some time, and our mer
We employ none except polite clerks, who will
Mr. J. Grootenhuis, who all have seeming- Wm. Van Putten, Thob. McCulloch,
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chants will miss his pleasing address for
ly exhaustedtheir skill in a beautiful comany part of the city or dountry when desired.
R. A. Scuoutbn, D. Baert,
several weeks at least. We noticed that
bination. The doctor has fitted this up
E. Annis, W. Van Den BERoJr.
Mr. Shields was attending to his business
for the accommodation of his customers,
G. Martino, A. G. Mantigo,
route for him through this Colony.
whom lie invitesto call and see him and F. I. Schouten, W.Van Den Berg, sr.
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town. Mr. R. K. Heald improved the timid ladies feel more at ease. The by the Common Council, in extra session;
Whereas, Almighty God in His Strictly Oue Trice EstabUthment
opportunity by exhibitinga new straw- residence, when entirely conpleted,will
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The
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Farmer Smith; Time passed on, and Oharlas Horton
became fully domesticated in the doctor’s hogsenold, He, was a line young

BI BTBOH B. LOTS Q.

Buab. my dew! tUe wind* are moaning

!

seems now’ I heat a

the doctor was

its due of fate.

they’ll ^est bj^t

i

With the sparks of radiance tainted,
Sweet as Utot'catimuset**glow;
When, within toe harvest garm red,- >

Two

,

a blushing bride wae seen,
With a youth whose brow we* tarnished
Not with sin’s dart, loathsome screen.

But the change!

My

balls—

useless.;7
ft

,

i

comes! I bear hljb stumble;
Oh, my Ood. but bear tte t^t! ?n
'Mid the thunder's pealingniuble,
Help me dreg this bitter cup;
Help tue still dhe wail of anguish
That seems bursting from my breast;
Blcwed Jesus, waft me heavenward—
Let me ou Thy bosom reef
Yea, be

!

Ah! the door behind him doses;
Seems he walks with firmer tread.
And those eyes seam not as burning
Am when.' tinged with Satan'sred;
An before the grate he's standing,Vj.
In Hie firelight'sfading glow, *
Seems I see a manly picture,
One I’d seen long years ago.

Wife!” He turus, and o'er his features
Gleamingsof angelic light
Boom to float in waves.1ofsplendor,
Driving out the horrid night.
Sifting from my care-worn bosom
All the loads of sorrow there.
Filling up that hour with gladness,
Vanishing all thoughts of care.,
hre to-nightyou hushed the sobbings
Of our boy In yonder bed;
Ere you'd brushedthe golden ringlets

*

That are shroudinghis young head;
While you were witn tears bemoanlug
That this home should be his fate;
When thou saidst the winds are roaring,
And the night is dark and late;
*1 beneath the eave wa ' llsteningLiatenlng to thy offered prayer;
Haasd you sobbing o’er our offspring,
Heard and trtmhfled standing there;
Aa 1 heard the cold rain pattering
On the roof above my bead,
I renolvcd to shun the tempter,
'Ere another tear was shed.

“There I kneeled beneath the window,
Gazing toward the clouded heaven,
Asking God. if e'er his aid
Unto mortal man was given,
That He’d let it strengthen me,
Through this scene, my hour of need;
Help me save mv labor'sworth.
The mouths of wife and child to feed.
"And Ho heard me, wife; I’ve conquered;
I no more will touch the cup,
That wittfheH'H dart doom ia mantled,
That has bnrat my earnings up!
I no more on earth will cause tbeo
Cn thy lonelinessto shed
Tears of anguish o’er our offspring.
That now 11m on yonder bed.

THE

WRONG

PIG.

years passed Away, and Charlie’s

studies with the old dpetor werejlrawing to a close, when suddenly the idea
popped into his he^i that he would go
to Pans and finish his medical education with a course through the continental hospitals. Dr. Johns poohpoohed the idea, and tboughtrit utterly

I

oh. tearful willing!
poor heart can scarce contain
AU the woe that lies there railing,
' In it* bitter, snd refrain;
When tbe tempter, vile aod sullen,
Tore the splendor trom that brow^- JJuwpt the luster iroju, eye
Darkenedorbe of misery how. ir

,

.1

.

.

away.

day
win.

i

j

But he was a good fellow, nevertheless,
and a great favotHe.

Heaven knows.

Bat while heaven Is all agiowing.
* And all earth’sa bounteousstore,
I will
will-*
•
try----td be more
grateful
Thap I*ye,*rerbeen before;
1 will try io heal the rupture
That has torn thy heart in twain;
I win try to soothe thy sorrow.
And receivethy smile again."
Atoll-tor,Ohio.

'Nib

was heartily tired of the homely proverb.

Sleep, JHf vbild i the Ughming** flashes
Hay but calm thy tweet repose;
Bat thy mother*tired

When

and

slow: to put op,

with

footfall ;

leebee—

not

he mingled hi* instructions in tne healillgart
abput “gett
the

Dealingout

He thought a

way
one.

dote thine eye* and let them alamber
Througb tbe oarkne** of this night.
And hear not the awful thunder
• That will roll before the light.
Hark

PASSING AWAY.
great deal* of That was a case where there must be
an example, and you don’t know how
We sre passing away, passing away.
Like the raindrops after the showers;
By thia time they had reached the they followed and pressed to get him
We may be blessed with health to-day,
doctors office, a^d he greeted the land- pardoned, or his sentence commuted;
To-morrow the cold grate ours.
lord heartily, And looked inquiringly but there was no use of talking.
We
are passing away, passing sway,
at the stranger.
“And' then there wasthettase of Beal,
Like the dew before the sun;
The landlord introducedCharlie as on the lakes. That was a case where
Then let ns help along life’s
Some weary, tolling
>
Dr. Holmes, and added that he brongbt there must be an example. They tried
news from Charlie HoWon. ! , vio )/><<"' me every way.' They wouldn’t give up,
We are passing swat, passing
1
At- this Dr. Johns was , overjoyed, bnt I had to stand firm on that, and
From this world of care and sin; ,w
Then let ua strive from day tp
/
urged the pseudo Jlolmes to come in. even had to turn, away his poor sister
The goa} of life to
h
and inquired affectionatelyabout his when she came and begged for his life,
anutlfl
We
are
passing
away,
paa'lng
aw^-'1-,
r,_':
V.
old pupil.
and let him be executed, and. he was
Life’s sands will soon be run;
CpEwersation was carried on for an executed,and I can’t get the distress
Then may we best the Sartor sayhour, when Charlie,looking the doctor out of my mind
j
“You hate the rictory won."
Wxkpino Willow.
efcrnefetly in the face, said :
As the kindly man uttered these Ottawa,
“Dr. Johns, how is your health words the tears ran down his cheeks,
<
and the eyes of the men surrounding
PITH AND POINT.
“First rate, sir— first rate. Never him moistened in sympathy. There
A piece congress— A quilting party
felt better in my life 1” and he certainly was a profound silence, in which they
looked it.
rose to depart. Three weeks after, the
Sleight of hand— Refusing a mar“ tdh don’t find Old age creeping on, President was kified.
riage proposal.
do you, sir? ” blandly inquired Charlie,
Ice-dealers may also be called mem
What’s In a Name l
but still looking very intently into the
bers of the cold trade.
doctor’s face.;;
When Lord Dundreary gave his serThe watoh lacks self-respect; it is
. “ Well, a little stifflsh in the joints
vant half-a-crown to buy three “ tenalways trying to run itself down.
now and then; but— bless you, sir— I penny nails” he displayed no tnore than
The Indian war-whoop was the first
can ride as many miles and as many a pardonablesimplicity in accepting
hours as I over could.”
the literal interpretationof the name instanceof base bawl in this country.

all the country about where he Ohkrlie.
and henoa the. quotation q? him.”

practiced,

'

*

'

J

'

,

.
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“Why, boy,” said he, “what do you
want to be gallivantingoff to Franoe
for? What bee have you got in your
bonnet now? Can’t you be satisfied
with home learning, but must go and
tack on some new-fangled foreign tomfoolery that will knock all your sensible
knowledge out of your head ? Go to
Paris? Nonsense! Don’t gdt the wrong
pig by the ear!”
But Charlie was not to be talked ont
of his new idea. He was bound to go
to Paris to study and see the world, and
so one day he packed his trunks, bade
fcis friends good-by, and, mounting the
stage coach, was wheeled out of the village world.
But before going the old doctor
called him into his office, and, shutting
the door, thus began :
“ Now, Charlie, you are off to foreign
parts, and I hope you will enjoy yourself. Stick to your books and get what
knowledge you can out of those fellows
over there, although I don’t suppose
they know so much more than other
people. But, nevertheless,you may
learn a few things. I don’t suppose
you’ll be apt to go acting, as you have
been too well brought up for that; and
now I’ve got something here that I
want you to take with you. It’s a recipe
that it has taken me a good many years
to find ont. Yon will find it of great
value in your practice. It will cost
you £5.”
And the doctor, with a very grave
face, held out a huge yellow envelope
sealed with red wax and tied with a
blue ribbon.
. Charlie was rather tired of his longwinded harangue, for, although he
liked the doctor he considered him
something of an old fogy. But the offer of his recipe excited his curiosity.
What was it? So he paid the £5 and

became the happy possessor

of the

huge

envelope and its mysterious contents.
“Take good care of it, Charlie, and
don’t open it till you are out of the
country.”

A day

or two after, when at his hotel
Folkestone waiting for the steamer,
he bethought himself of the mystic recipe, and, hastening to his room, he
locked the door and opened his valise.
There it was, safe and sound, in all its
glory of yellow envelope, red seal and
blue ribbon. Charlie took it out; Jurned
it over. It was very solemn and ponderous; a perfect panacea for all the
evils that flesh is heir to. He turned
it over and over, and finally untied the
ribbon, and, breaking the seal, drew
ont a sheet of foolscapcarefully folded.
Taking it to the window he read as follows:
at

yet.”

<

111,

*

now?”

'

“Doctor Johns,” said Charlie, very applied to the particulararticle which
A girl said of her bow-legged beau
your he desired to purchase, and probably that she “ didn’t like to waltz in brackpractice people who look and feel the few of those who have laughed at the ets.”
perfect embodiment of health, and yet famous joke could correctly fix the
Wonder if it screamed? A sporting
whose constitutionsare being sapped origin of the term “ tenpenny ” as ap- paper says : “ The yacht came down on
by a fatal disease and they not conscious plied to nails. It really means that the a tack.”
impressively, “do you ever meet in

of it?”
“Well, yes, I have met such cases,” replied the doctor.

nails weigh ten pounds to the thousand,

the original expressionbeiig “tenpound nails;” this in time got con“And did yon ever apply them to tracted to “ ton-pun nails;” and this in
yourself, sir?” asked Charlie, in solemn its turn corrupted into “tenpenny
tones.
nails;” “sixpenny” and “fourpenny”
“Wby, Dr. Holmes, what do you nails are nails weighing six or four
mean ? Do you think that my consti- pounds to the thousand. There are
tution is uudormined by a secret dis- many other similar terms, “familiar as
ease ? Nonsense, man !” and he laughed household words,” which are in daily

use, and convey a yery false impression
Charlie began. He told the if accepted literally. A scientific conold doctor all that he had told the land- temporary takes the trouble to give a
lord, and much more. How he had list of many household articles whose
many such cases. He knew the doctor names, when analyzed,go far to justify
felt Ids age, and he cleverly used those the skptical inquiry of the amorous
symptoms, twisting tLem about, show- Juliet. Salad oil, for instance, is not
ing that it vas not age, and in' two oil for making salads, bnt oil for cleanhours’ time the doctor was so thorough- ing sallades, i. e., helmets; while an
ly frightened that he believed his end equally familiar instance of incongruliable to occur at any moment, and be- ous ideas is presented in the use of the
sought “Dr. Holmes” to do whatever lay term “ German silver,” this metal being
in his power to give him relief. Dr. neither silver nor an alloy of silver,and
Holmes promised to think it over dur- not having even been invented by a
ing the night. Dr. Johns would not German. Ladies who button up the
hear of his returning to the inn, but in- dozen or more buttons of their gloves
sisted upon his taking a bed at his probably seldom pause to think that
house.
their “ kids ” are more likely made of
Charlie, with a grave face, finally tho skins of lambs, or even of rats, than
consented ; but, before going to bed, he of those of young goats; and still less
advised the doctor to take an “ano- likely is the housemaid,or even the
dyne,” assured him that there was no young housewife, to reflect that the
immediate danger, and cleverly man- common “ blacklead ” is as innocent of
aged to slip an emetic into the doctor’s lead as it is of gold ; or the knowing
glass of rum and water, which he al- city clerk to consider that his black
ways took before retiring,and had done lead pencil contains a natural compo'
so with great regularity for thirty years. sition of carbon and iron. Instances o
About the middle *of the night the the misnaming of things might be mul
old housekeeper called Charlie up in tiplied from among objects in daily use,
great haste and terror. Dr. Johns was whose names are accepted and passed
very sick, and had asked her to call from mouth to mouth with scarcely a
Dr. Holmes as soon as possible. Char- moment’s thought of their incongruity
lie went to the bedroom and found him
or llieir origin.--Dictionary of Slang.
tossing around and groaning at a great
A Shot at an Incoming Duck.
rate. He felt now he bad an attack of
Mr. C. A. Zimmerman, a noted
the disease mentioned by Charlie, and
besought him to do what he could sportsman, writes as follows in Scriboutright.

Then

ner:

speedily.

When the mower, stops
his scythe, is it
weather?

to sharpen
sign of more whet

a

man has a beard seven
long. He ought* to have been a
Mane man.
A Michigan

feet

A Wyoming man won $10 in a wager
by eating twenty pigs’ feet. This was
a pig’s feat, indeed.
The King of the Fiji islands is said
Baby Mine” very much. He

to relish “

likes it well done, too.

A

correspondent wants to know

what to do when a

dog

shows signs of

hydrophobia. Climb a tree.
If the apothecary does not

sell his

goods, it is certainly not for want of
effort, for he always keeps laudanum.

There is a great differencein milkmaids. The milk made in the country
is not the same as the milk made in the
city.

mean man who would foel a
by wearing a white choker and
clerical coat when strollingalong the
It is a

fish

banks

of a

brook on Sunday.

The most remarkable

of recent opin-

ions concerning divorce (by
of course)

: “Divorce is

in its way, but I prefer
surer.”

a woman,

all very well

widowhood ; it’s

Distracted mother; “If you
ren make such

my mind.”

mother; I’ll mind the young ’uns
you’re gone.”

Woman

will

child-

I shall go out of
Young rip: “Go on*

a noise

while ^

make any compromise

for peace with tyrannical man, but she
absolutely refuses

to take in a single
she wears

reef in the four-story bonnet
to the theater.

An

inquisitive young lady asks :
is the most populw1 color for the
bride? ” The New York Star answers :
“If we were going to marry, we should
prefer a white one.”

“What

To stop an “ incomer,” raise the gun
Charlie made an examination, looked
carefully in the line of his flight; move
grave
and
shook
his
head.
Old Dr. Johns lived in a small village
An Irish crier at Ballinasloe, being
“Bad, is it, Dr. Holmes?” asked quickly ahead of tho duck, when you ordered to clear the court, did so by
of Honeyhuyst, and for forty years he
Johns, faiutly ; “ tell me the worst, sir.” judge him to be in range ; -and, when this announcement:“Now, then, all
iaad been the sole physician in the dis*
“ It is a bad case, Dr. Johns,” said you lose sight of head and bill over
trict where he resided. No one cared
ye blackguards that isn’t lawyers must
Charlie.
“I can* only do oue thing, anti your gun, pull instantly. The flight of
io enter the lists against him in that
lave the court.”
that is a costly one. I can give you a a duck is ordinarily at the rate of about
locality, for the simple inhabitantsfully
A young man went into a restaurant
prescription, but it will cost you £20. sixty miles an hour; but, when accelerbelieved that there was not such anthe
other day, and, remarking that “time
I am obliged to ask that for it, as I ob- ated by fear, or a brisk wind, or both,
other Buster of the healing art in the
it
is nearly double, and must be experi- is money,” added that, as he had half
Dou’t get the wrong pig bvtho ear.
tained it under peculiar circumitances.
known world, and so he drove his redDb. Matthew Johns.
an hour to spare, if the proprietorwas
It may give you relief. I have seen it mented upon to be fully appreciated.
wheeled gig over the lanes and by-ways
To become a good “ pass shot,” some of willing he’d take it ont in pie.
Dashing the paper to the floor, Char- used with very good results.”
of the country side without a rival, and
lie bnrst ont:
“Twenty pounds?” asked tho old the requisites ore : to be able to judge It is against the law to carry condated and bullied the inhabitantsin his
“The old swindler, to cheat me out of doctor, eagerly. “All right; I will give distances quickly and accurately;to be cealed arms, yet the Rome Sentinel
rough and kindly fashion to his heart’s
in that way! I’ll come up it, sir. What is the prescription? able to cover well the moving biiri, and says it is nothing uncommon on mooncontent '
with him, though. See if I don’t pay Here is the money.”
not to check the motion of the gun at light evenings to see young ladies with
The doctor lived in a great rambling
the moment of discharge. Because it half- concealed arms around their waists.
him
off.” So he contented himseH
Charlie
wrote
on
a
slip
of
paper,
house, half way down the village street,
with concocting a scheme for vengeance folded it up, and handed it to the doc- is necessary for most men to hold some
“Healthy place here?” asked a viswith a wide expanse of lawn in front,
in secret.
tor. He received it eagerly, opened it distance ahead of swiftly-flving game in itor who was prospecting in the vicinity
and his little brick office in one corner
Three years passed away before Char- with trembling hands, and, by the light close range, it does not follow that this of Denver, Col. “Stranger, yes,” was
next to the sidewalk.His wife had
is the best thing to do; it shows, the reply ; “ten years ago we had to kill
died many years ago, so his household lie Horton finished his studies and re- of the bedroom lamp, read
rather, that such a one is in the habit of two old men to get seed enough to
Don’t
get
the
wrong
pig
by
the
oar.
• oraa conducted by a housekeeper. But, turned home. Meanwhile he had
Do. Chakles Hobton.
checking or arresting entirely the mo- start a cemetery.”
changed
greatly,
and,
from
a
smooth-as the doctor’s family was small and he
With one bound the doctor was ont tion of his piece as his finger presses
“I just came In to ask s scent
tand society, he was hardly ever with- faced stripling,(with the merest sug- of bed, bat “ Dr. Horton ” had vanished.
From you, dear Mrs. Rhyme."
the trigger. Most sportsmen flinch
gestion of a mustache, he was now
- '<Rit a student, to whom he taught the
“Why, certainly;you're welcome, friend
“Charlie,” said Dr. Johns, next day, at that supreme moment, and, unless
bearded like the pard, and looked so
Here is just half a dime.’’
> healing art in the back office. Thus it
“ I’m getting old ; you must come and the habit is entirely overcome, they
“Good joke— ha! ha!— vou do not see
was Charley Horton came to Honey- differentthat his own mother hardly take my practice. Your £20 will help
On what I am intent."
cannot expect ever to become good
hurst to study medicine with the doc- knew him. But he had not forgotten to give yon a start.”
And plucking here a fragrant rose—
wing
shots.
The
“choke
boring”
of
-rhis is tbe sceat-i-meant.”
• tor, and, as his predecessor had done Dr. Johns, nor his promised revenge.
The doctor says he never got the guns, in limited use long ago, has only
It was Saturday night when the stage
He
had
vague ideas of house furnish• before him, occupied the back office
“ wrong pig ” but once.
very recently come into favor and ing, and he asked her what kind of carcoach set Charles Horton down at the
; and the northwestchamber. He came
rather more general use. Upon the
door of the village inn at Honeyhnist.
pet he should get for the iiaiUor. She
i from a town somewhat distant, and was
What
It Cost President Lincoln to Be pass or elsewhere,it adds at least oneHe
gave
a
false
name
to
the
landlord,
answered, “Axminster.’:/Ano-tkgh he
^unknown to the town folk, and, like
fonrth more distance to the killing
Severe.
warmly protestedthat it' was none of
every strangerthat came among them, and smoked a cigar with him after snprange of the gun. This is done by the
the minister’s business.“
was made the subject of much critical per, and inquired about the village,
Mr. Lincoln did not always give way
effect it has upon the “pattern ” made
examination, as he walked up the broad without that functionary once suspect- to his natural feelingsof pity and tenA little girl was visiting the counby the shot, causing the gun to throw a
ing
his
identity.
aisle of the village church the Sunday
derness. In his high position as a ruler
greater number of shot pellets into a try, and for the first time witnessed the
evening after his arrival. ' ‘
In the course of the conversation and executive, ho could not. Bnt the given circle than can be done by the operation of milking. Watching the
•“Well, doctor, how are you? ’’said Charlie asked “Who it was that lived firmness in him that sent a fellow-becylinder, or straight bore. One barrel proceedings intently for a while, she inFanner Smith, as he leaned over the in that large house with a front garden ing to death ever cansed him a bitter
of the dnek-hnnter’sgun should surely spected the cow minutely,and launched
gate of his cornfield, next morning, as down the street?”
struggle..Judge Bromwell, of Denver,
the poser: “ Where do they put it in? ”
be bored in this manner.
toe doctor came driving by.
“That’s Dr. Johns— been here a good who visited him in March, 1865, reports
Young lady,
recently-married
Madagascar.
“Ah, Smith, how do you do?” re- many years ; clever man. I’ll introduce Mr. Lincoln’sown words. Mr. Seward
friend— “Is he all you hoped for?”
jplied he, as he drew rein on the gray you to him, if yon wish. The doctor and several other gentlemen were also
Although Madagascaris known to b
“ Why, of course.” “ Fine fellow, gen. mare and stopped. “How’s your and I are pretty good friends.”
present, and tho President gradually the third-largest island in the world, il
teel?” “ More than that— elegant. He
folks?”
“\VeU,” slowly replied. Charlie, as if came to talk on decisionsof life and actual size and extent is not very ger
talks like a book.” “ Well, when you
“Toler’ble,thank’ee; wife’s a little consideringit; “he ought to know his death. All other matters submitted to erally understood. It is easy to se
come to volume second, send him to
ailin’ this mornin’. See you’ve got a danger, and it wonld be best to tell him, he declared,were as nothing in how misconception on this point arise!
me.”
new young man seo’d him yesterday at him. It may not be too late yet.”
comparison to these, and he added :
for in maps the island is usually see:
Says Joaquin Miller, writing of the
church. Goin’ to make a doctor out o’
And on they started down the street,
“I reckon there never was a man only in connection with Africa, am
River Thames : “ By the side of this
him,
*
toward the doctor’s residence.
raised in the country on a farm, where that great continent is so large that i
great commercial artery of the earth
“Yes, I think so,” replied the doctor.
“What did you say was his name?” they are always butchering cattle and dwarfs by comparison with itself everj
broods London — broods and broods
“Think yo ain’t got the wrong pig by asked Charlie, as they marched along.
hogs, and think nothing of it, that ever thing in its near neighborhood, so tha
and broods.” He might have added,
, the ear, eh, doctor?” said the farmer,
“Dr. Johns.”
grew np with such aversion to blood- tlie really-large island sheltering unde
with equal force and truth, that it
bughiag.
“Johns— Johns,” said Charlie, shed as I have, and yet I have had its southeasternside appears but an in
broods and broods and broods and
“Well, don’t kaow,” replied the village thoughtfully; “I knew a fellow in more questions of life and death to set- considerable appendage to its vas
broods and broods and broods and
Paris— Charlie Horton by name— who tle in four years than all the men who neighbor. If, however, we take a good
iEsculapius; “can’t tell yet.”
broods and bioo&a.— Rockland CourNow, “getting the wrong pig by the said he had studied with Dr. Johns, an ever sat in this chair pnt together. Bnt sized map of Madagascar, and put b;
__
ear” was one of the doctor’s great ex- old man, and somewhat of a character. I’ve managed to get along and do my its side the outline, to the same scale
pressions— in fact, his favorite one. I wonder if yonr doctor is the same duty, as I believe, and still save the of another country with whose dimen
Cornelius Vanderbilt, Jr., has
Like Shakspeare’sJustice, he was “full man?”
most of them, and there’s no man knows sions we are familiar,such, for instance rented the house of Gen. Jeffries at the
of wise saws and modern instances,”
“ To be sure he is,” replied the inn- the distress of my mind. But there
as England, we begin to realize hoi corner of K and Fifteenth streets,: in
and had a proverb or apt quotation keeper, “I knew Charlie Horton well. have been some of them I Wouldn’t save important an island it is as regairi Washington, and will reside there darupon every occasion. With him, if a He went to France three or four years —there are some cases where the law size, being nearly 1,000 miles long b; ing the winter hereafter.“Corneil,”
man made a mistake, it was “getting ago. So you know him, do ye? Is he must be executed. There was that about 250 in average breadth, so that i as he is familiarly known, has received
the wrong pig by the ear.” Of course there yet? The doctor will be doubly man
, who was sentenced for piracy is nearly fonr times as large as Englam
the $1,000,000 from his brother in setthis p ocuHaritywas well known through- ! glftd to see you if yon bring news from and slave-tradingon the high seas. and Wales.— ATflfure.
tlement of the will contest.
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FACTS AXD FIGURES.
Within

of the entire

the last five years the acre-

$1175

American population.It

$100 S66 free^dd*" LlJtTT A Co^Portl**

Stock^Ukyi*of
questionableif this can be said of any Pro^oHal retmiii^ewylireek^n
other city or town in the United States. OfflcUl Report* mwI CUreaknTm. Addr«M
The opportunity and temptation to T. POTTItR WIGHT k OO.^tnkm,36 Wdl
nepotism, which have beenw actively
embraced and yielded to there, are >3 Outfit frw. GKO, k. LAPBTOKf*nkTlfl«,Kj.
made conspicuous by these figures.
Ms guaratrtwaW)pe
tn*
Uiri I .Allan) bums^antflMafc
noth*.
WELL-AUGER, cheapestand best In tbs
world. Also noth
Fertilizing Plants.

is

'

age of cereals in the United States has
increased from 74,000,000 to 95,000,000.

About 650,000,000ponnds of bntter
are made in this country annually, and
its

;

value is estimated at $70,000,000.

The Lewiston (Me.) cotton mills are
running 300,000 spindles, employ 8,500
hands,; (consume 25,000,000 ponnds of
cotton, and produce 55,000,000 yards
of cloth annually, and circulated last
year $3,000,000 in town. Corporation
stocks show an aggregate rise in one
year

of $1,500,000.

Of the Hebrew race there are, according to recent estimates, about 7,000,000—5,000,000 ate in Europe, 200,000 iu Asia, 100,000 in Africa, and about
1,500,000 in America. It will be seen
that the Jewish population is about the
same as it was in the days of King David. In many respects, and even in all
respects, the Hebrews are the wonder
of history. They have filled a large
and honored place in the chroniclesof
nations, and are the same peculiar people they were 3,000 years ago.

Plants which are cultivated in pots or
tubs on balconies require a great deal
of water, and, if they thrive well, should
have stimulatingfertilisers. For hardwooded, slow-growing plants, irery fine
bone— flour of bone — sold by seedmen
for the purpose, is perhaps the best; a
few table-spoonfulsbeing forked into
the soil of the pot. For soft-wooded,
quick growers, a liquid fertilizer may be
used. This may be guano, a teaspoonful to 'a gallon of water; soot, two tablespoonfuls to a gallon, or the water of
ammonia (liquid hartshorn)of the drug
stores, an ounce to the gallon. Water
the plants with either of these, instead
of clear water, once or twice a week, as
the condition of the plant requires. No
invariable rule can bo given.

In 1880 the new organizationof the

By fever and ague, immunity from the dreadful
French army will attain its full devel- scourge ia enjoyed by those who have rendered
their systems malaria-proof..with Hoatetter’s
opment. The active army will consist Btomaoh Bitters, the best preventive and remof 497,798 men. Two classes of the re- edy. Quinine cannot compare with it in efUserves, numbering 313,859
and cacy, and is anything but safe. Physicians
2,850 officers,will be called out for recommendthe Bitters for ite remedial and resuscitating properties, and the closest analysis
twenty-eightdays’ drill. The territorial reveals nothingin the compositionof a deleterarmy will supply 149,000 men and 4,800 ious nature. It does not deteriorate, is an
officers for a fortnight’straining, so agreeable cordial as well as a potent medicine,
and when mixed with brackish or unwholesome
that 958,300 men will at the end of the
water neutralizes its hurtful properties.The
year have served with the colors. It denizens of malariouslocalities, not only in the
would be a huge mistake to assume United States but the tropics, regard it as an
that that was the number permanently invaluable protection, and in hosts of families
it is kept constantly on hand. As the tide of
Ubder arms. The number with the emigrationspreads further westward the decolors, except at such times as the re- mand for it among those compelledto encounserves and territorialmen are called out ter the vicissitudes of climate constantlyincreases. _
for drill, is below 300,000.
Mayor Beatty’s Pianos and Organs.

A Coon Swallowed by a Snake.
Not many years ago the writer was

homeward Iwund from the South.
When our boat drew up to the bank a
few miles below Vicksburg, to take on
wood, a number of passengers,I among
the rest, ventured ashore. While engaged in drawing down a huge streamer
of Spanish moss, my attention was
called to a raccoon that was descending
a leaning tree a few yards away. Approaching, I discovered a very large
serpent eagerly inspecting his coonship, and seemingly speculating on the

amount of nitrogenousmatter

sur-

Your attention is called to the advertisemen

killed.—

Louis Globe-Democrat.
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fast.

Chance for all teraek*

BILL,1

The famous Scoot,Guide. Hunter and Aetor-wriDma
by himself— la the (tveBeet and easiest book to aell the*
has appeared for year*. Agent* already at work
aiwmsnp
•• once
ariivomuss
miking tragi
big mwevm.
Mies. arw-iias
Hand at
and secure
For circular* and liberaltorraa apply to
H.N. HINCKLEY.88 South (.’anal St, Cblcago,Dk
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Agenta Wanted everywhere
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v Conn...
try »tnrekeepera shouldcall or writ* ffiK
TF.A
*01 Fulton Bt,
P. O. Boa 4560.
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Agenta. ---

OOMPANY,
making

Over 900 agents
thlnge for
- are now
,
Send etarap
stamp for parUcul
particulate.
trom $3 to *16 a day. Rend
Rkv. 8. T. Bock. Milton, Northumberland Co, Pa.

This Claim-llouee Katribllahed 1SS4.

siosatei&Tfegaa.te

Enw.

Tboutande of Soldlere and helra entitled.
PenMone date back to discharge or death. Tim* limited.

tp 4 4

* Montn ana eiphnae* guaranteed to AseeU.
free. Bhaw k do., AvansTA, Mai**.
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York, can learn the exact co»l of any proposed
line of ADVKRT1HINO in AmericanNewapapen.
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satisfaction have
brought this house prominentlyforward, until

to-day he stands the only man m the trade who
Hiid at I'ana.lB.A
dares to ship his instrumentson test trial, and, award at 1*A World’a Kipoeitiou*.
Bold by Drugylat*.
Hchlcffclin A:Co.,N.Y.
if unsatisfactory, refunds not only the price
but all freight paid. No fairer offer can bo
made or even suggested. His sales are now
very large, and when it is taken into consideration that a few yean ago he
only a poor

i

\

Columbim, Ohio. SendjvrInee LuU.

(

Firemen'f Cepi, Delta, and Shirfl.
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rdy fella tocura. uiree
"ito relief, cures oaaee
atanding Id 1 week,
cares ini dara.

GENTK WANTED for

the Beet and Fa^toat.
A. Selling Pictorial Books and Bib re. Prices reduced
8fl percent. Address National PcdlibbinoGo., Phil*,
defphla, Pa. ; Chicago, 111. ; St. Louis, Mo. or Atlanta, Ga,
A

Mainly In the Famous

BED RIVER VALLEY OF THE NORTH*
On long time, low price* and easy paymen

DOLLAR.

TUB RUN. N

XOD US

ORSANSi^SS 3,000,000 ACRES

ent in his vocation.

Addr

CARLETON

To the best Unde, in the beet climate, with the kesk
markets, and on the beet terms, along Ihn Hi. PauL
Mlnneapollak Manitoba R’y, (late flu Paul k Pa awe I

7 Oct. Plnuua, Stool, Cover and Book, only 8148.78.
plow-boy,it must be evident to every reader
A large, eleht-page paper of 56 broad column* will lie Lateat Illuati-ntertNewspaper aent free. Addreea
that Mayor lieatty is the possessorof rare tal- Mmt^oitpaldto any addreea until Jiiauary lit, HAN I El. F. BEATTY, Washington,S. J.

FC)R HALF A

Jnst PnhlUhrd— A wonderful book for ChUdreo^
being the old fashioned Mother Gooik MgLopt**,
with Magical Chaxoks. PrintedIn Co1ore.witb f llftna
Pictures.Six different books, In paper oovers.Price,*
cents each.
'•* Also all etx booka bound In one volume. Moth.
Price. SIN). Bold at every toy and bookrtore.
\V.
db CO., Publlaheie, X. Y.CMp.

E

W.P

wu

.^'aioTTiUr!

Every graduate guaranteeda payingaHaan-

C.

IVER OIL

QnlneyJtUk.

Uon. Addreea R. Velentlne,Manarer. JaneavtUe.WU.

Add'~,-l“,‘U“«ffe0,0EE.lEM0X.
P. O.

F.K, Marsh,
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MEN
month.

every soldierdisabled In line of
duty, by accident or otberwiie. A H’O VXD of
any kind. LOMM
FiNOER, TOE,
EYE, R LPT IRE, If but MjirUt, «U«e«ee #/
L, VS OH or YARU'OHE VEMXH give* apenalon, paid from date of dhcharge.
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Yeek

WKLLR

N.Y.

ARE PAID

PENSIONS!

any sufferer aenriing
Ibmtotfioe and Kape
dree*.

Do. H. O. ROOT. 1M8 Pearl Street, Now

81 aud 88 Yoeejr Street, New York.

I

P.O. Boa 4885.

S»79£wieek* EH a day at home easily made. Ooatly $6 to
1C Outfit free. Addrera Tbuk k Co_ Au*uit*,Me.
Auguata,Me.
(DIW Pf

$2,500

CURED FREE

fB iK
I

9

workmanshipand complete

Tribune, l)ct. 11.

fi()HTbN?ll^VYORK°or CH!
anted tor a Mss Book thel

Wmm
BUFFALO
li #1

com-

BoldingBros. A Co., the well-knownsilk manufacturers, received the first premium at the
8t Louis fair. Oct. 6, in competitionwith goods
manufactured by tho Nonotuck Bilk Company,
after a thorough test of the length, strength
and quality of both companies’tiUu.— Chicago

HAMLIN CABINET ORGANS

&

tl*.:
Part*. 1*7;
M67r VnkKA,
Vnktu, 1771:
WTi: RaictIaiw.,
h»;
: At Pams.
BaictIaim., II8;
Phii.adflpuia,lh"6 , Pauui. 1^*5: and Gjiajo* Hwai ”
Gold Mkpal, 1070. Only Anicrlcah Organs erei *«
ed hlgheatbonon at any such. Hold for cash ot
mente. Illl’rtratKD GataLoocm and (Srcoli

Curae Kidney, Blender sad
The very bceti ___
Urinery Dl*e*eee. DtebeUe,
direct font the ItnGravel and Drop.)-.Retention
porterset Half te
the
end Incontinenceof Urine.
naual cost Beat plan ere/ offered to Club Age
anta and
HUNT’S
large bnyero. ALL EXPRESS CHARGES PAID.
New terms FREE.
Curoe Pain In the Beck, Bide
or Lotna, Nerroue Prostration end Brfeht'e Dlaeeee of

REMEDY REMEDY

Aon. g rn a In*

vnbn

fillo*

a

Pamphlet with full Informationmailed free. Apply In
D. A.

MoKINLAY. Land Com’r,
Nt. P. M. A M. R’y, hi. Pnnl, Mhwu

Farmers, Weigh Your Produce

I

WA80N SCALES S40.

2-TOII

4-Ton 880, Others

PropoHlon!

In

,

A Good, Steady Patronage
Is enjoyed by the Tremont House, at Chicago.
Reason: The Tremont is one of the best-managed hotels in the Cnited States, and possesses
the most complete and comfortableaccommodaUons. This is the testimony of those who
become its guests.

WARNER BRO’t CORSETS
.1 tb. rrctnt
PARIH EXPOSITION.

r*c*i*«dlb. Hlrhrst Mr.Ul
OT*r

.11

(llebonr.) I* w ABBA NT ID not tobrf.A
dflwnnv.rth.blfw.
Prir.$1.U. Their

Olive Logan says: “I saw George
Eliot walking in the Regent Park the
other day. How sad and ill she does
look, to be sure. I hear her physicians
say she must never produce another
novel”

anR and 6*ilbl. and contain! ne
toBM. Mrs by null,|U«.
for Ml. by all Wading merchant*.

|U

WASHER IROS.. Ill Brotivaj, I. T.

III HEIR

TIE

Perfect Purity is restored to the 'circulation when contaminated,
if Scovill’s Blood

CO.

Tint Established!Most Successful!

and Liver Syrup is taken. Scrofulous,syphilitic aud mercurial disordersare completely vanquished by it, persistencein tho use
of the remedy being aloue required to accomplish* oura Emptious of all kinds, sores,
chronic rheumatism, goutj liver complaintana
goitre yield to its remedial action, and it not
only purifies the blood, but vitalizes the sy»tem. Sold by all Druggists.

THEIR INSTRUMENTS have

a atandard

LEADING MARKETS
OF THE WORLD!
Everywhere recognized as the

NEW YORK.
Tribune Building.)

Newspaper Advertising Bureau
New Yobk Aoekts von ALL

Newspapers In the

United BUtes and Canada.

The Premium Rentes of the
All Scale* Warranted.Bend for Reduced Price LM.

CHICAGO SCALE CO.,
181 Jeffbreon Street,Chiengo, IU.

ADVZBTUEMKXTSfohwaUDKD

DAILY (aa received)
to every sec' ion, from Newfoundland to Takas, and from
Florid* to BriU*h Columbia. Also to all New York city
daiUeeaid weeklies.
Right Thousand Newspapers kept regularly on file
for Inspectionby advertieers, includingall the great
dailies from Boston to Ban Francisco, from Montreal to
Galreaton.

PUBS, OF AMERICAN

NEWSPAPERDIRECTORY

NEWmiS!

The Gypsy Girl;

won iu way to

a

great popularity.

AUhough the tiook

FINEST

OVER
Made and
Best work

80,000

In ase. New Designe constantly.

and

lowest prices.

Life in

Camp and

Castle.

49* Bend for a Catalogue.

MSi^Wifasifatoyig,

continuance for any length of time causes

irritationof the Lungs or some chronic Throat

A story of Thrilling Interest, by s well-knownAuthor,
will begin in TUB CIIH.'AL'O LKI)<*KH with the
issue ot October KAth. This is the beet story ever
ortnu-d In Thk Lrnor.it, and has been obtainedat a
urge expense. Now Is the time to put in your subecrip.
lion for the coming year.
The price of Thk Lkduf.r is only tf .AO per year,
postagepaid, which la just half the price of other storv
papers that do not give so much readingmatter. Try it
for a year and you aurely will be aatlsfled. Address

THE isElWER, Chicago, 11L

*

Disease. * Brown's Bronchial Troches" are an

Remedy. 25

MT.,

(Printing Ilouae Square, opposite the

IN TONE.

Coughs and Colds are often overlooked.

effectualCough

HPUUCK

10

(5.

value in all tbs

To all persons residing in paludal districts
Dr. F. WUhoft’s Anti-Periodicor Fever and
Ague Tonic cannot be too highly reoommended.
It has been for years a specific in malarial diseases, but now that the proprietors, Wheelock,
Finlay A Co., of New Orleans,give its contents
to the public,it shonld bo preferredto any
other proprietary medicine. All drnggists
keep it for sale.

A

Rowing

Gio.p

AB«r1i-mn competitor.. Th.tr

FLEXIBLE HIP CORSET

U,

cts.
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A thoroughly good Cabinet or Parlor Organ
two poor ones. Mason A Hamlin
make tho best Tho prices are a little higher
than those of poorest organs, but it is much
cheaper iu the end to obtam the best

is worth

£

Fall River Families.

In the New England States, especially in Massachusetts,families sprung up
from the same stock, and bearing the
same patronymic are more numerous
than in any other part of the republic.
Such families abound in Fall River
more than, probably, in any other city
or town in the section. Fall River has
a population of about 45,000, but out of
this 15,000 are operatives, and some 10,000 more are either foreigners, or of
foreign extraction. Not more than 20,000 are what we call Anglo-Saxons for
lack of a better term. They are at
least, so far as may be, of pure American strain. Of the 20,000, there are, according to tax-lists just made out, 111
Borden families,69 Brightmans,30
Buffintons,76 Chaces, 45 Cooks, 25
Crowleys, 75 Davises, 24 Davols, 27
Deans, 22 Desmonds, 40 Durfees, 29
Freeloves,89 Giffords, 41 Greenes, 24,
Grifians,28 Halls, 110 Harringtons, 27
Harrisons,27 Harts, 58 Hathaways, 28
Hollands, 22 Lawtons, 29 Martins, 25
Masons, 36 Manchesters, 55 Taylors, 29
Walkers, 26 Wilsons, 29 Wordells, 24
Winslows, and 41 Woods. As families
usually average at least 5 persons, the
number of Bordens in the town must
be, by this estimate, 555; of Chaces,
380; of Davises, 875; of Durfees, 200;
of Harringtons,550; of Hathaways, 290,
which is a very large proportion in 20,000 people. It is said that some 50
families, with their connection by marriage, would make up about one-fourth

MASON

Urge comtnlaelon, to sell our new
and wonderfulinventions.He me«t» wM w wry. Hampie free. Addreas SHKRMAK A CO., Marahall,Mich.

mendation from ns. Lowest prices, superior

Merit Always Wins.

GRANT

Dmmufrafcf U.i by HIGI1K«T

find It

organa are so well known throughoutthe civil-

word

GENERAL

;«

‘etpenaea, or allow a

Jersey. Mayor Beatty’s celebratedpianos and
ized world that they requireno

1

mm

of Hon. Daniel F. Beatty, of Washington, New

rounded by that glossy hide. Down
came the coon, and his serpentine foe
swallowed him without a struggle. By
this time a number of the party were
on the spot, and we were preparing to
liberate the animal by opening the ab
domen of the snake, when to our surprise the coon emerged from the caudal
extremity of his living prison, and
scrambled for the tree he had recently
occupied. In this attempt he was
foiled. The wily serpent seized him,
tail foremost, and sent him bowling
home, but not as easy as before, for
the coon resisted every effort of deglutition, and in this he was aided by the
displacement of his fur, for the snake
was swallowing him against the nap.
Such being the case, we concluded the
coon would never find the way out via
the alimentary,and we again prepared
to open the reptile. In this we were
mistaken, for after a series of struggles, starts, stops, blind switches, etc.,
he struck the main track and came
backing out, bewildered but not discouraged, and again set out for the
tree. But the snake arrested him head
foremost this time, and, drawing up his
huge body into a dozen or more lateral
angles, curves and convolutions,hoping thereby to retain him, he slid him
down his esophaguslike a worm-lozenge. “ But all too late.” The cunning coon had learned the route, with
all its by-roads, blind paths, drifts,
dips and angles. He again emerged,
only to be seized by the hungry serpent, who now stood guard at the
door.
This was repeated until the serpent
was enfeebled by exertion, and the
coon, animated with success,came galloping through like a steer in a cornfield, sprung clear of his foe and regained the tree. The snake was then

1

1
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Walking made easy with Lyon’s Patent Heel
Stiffeners. They keep your boots and shoes
straight, and make them easy to your feet

STOVE POLISH

large, fins book, with Englishand foreign word*,
the opera in every way complete,for a low prion

and

Doctor
of Alcantara.
By iocbpstg
gUO
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.
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.

. ......
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A famous opera, now brought, by th» p-ppular price,
reach of all. Orchestralpart* $ 15. to.

within the

Bells of Cprneville,
"Horoerer"($li»), are well worth adopting by eccn.
panics who have finishedPinafore(still aelling welL
lor So cents), and who are looking out for new and
easy
Remem' er our fint-olsm flinging School end Choir
Books, Volrr of Worship and The Temnle,eaMi
$9.00 per dozen, or $1.00 each. Send forcopiM.AM*,
always rememlor tb* Mualrnl Record, mibBshed
weekly. It keeps you well postedaa to musical mature,
give* six or seven pages of music per week, and eosU him.

—

operas.

*2 DU per

year!

_

OLIVER DITS0N A CO., Bortom^
C.II.DIteondtCoHJ. E. DltnomRCra*

N.Y.

843 Broadway,

SSSOheMnntBL.PMk

Cleanliness,

Chew

Jackson’s Best Sweet Navy

Tobacoa

Canloa, Masq

Don’t use any but C. Gilbert’s starches.

STATE OF OREGON.

Daughters, Wives and Mothers.
DR. MARCH ISI’S UTF.RINR CATHOLICON wUl
Female Weaknes*. such M Falling of the
Womb, Whites, Chronic Inflammationor Ulcerationof
the Womb, Incidental
Hemorrhage or Flooding, Painful,
Bupprosaedand Irregular Menstruation,
Ac. An old and
reliable remedy.Send postal card (or a pamphlat, with
treatment,cures and certificates from physiciansand
patienta,toHOWARTH k BALLARD, Utica, N. Y.

No

posiUrsly euro

Bold by

all

Oregon baa never eiperi*needa failureof Crop*.With
a soil of unanrpaaeedfertility, especially aulted to Cere,
ala. Fruits, Flax, Hemp, Hop* and Hay. Stock-raising
very profitable. Oregon waters abound srltb fish. Oregon
baa greet Mineral Resources,vast Water Power, and a
splendid market for ell product*, ax ported directlyto all
parte of the world. Annnal Exports from Oregon repi*.
sent an arenge of nearly $300 to every rotor. Plentyof

Baby Saved.

We

are so thankful to say that our
baby was permanently cured of a dangerous and protracted irregularity of
the bowels by the use of Hop Bitten
by its mother, which at the same time
restored her to perfect health and
strength.—
Express.

Do

a

GOVERNMENT LAND
And Ckeap RailroadLoad

Is

Favor to a Sick Friend.

OH

1

GREENBACKS.

J

-

|

We

Agent* on eelary or comnriaelon. Addrara.
pay either to

j&f®

QQQnnAYBA** Bow*
tyddUU0"**

the Old Reliable

Cfceeifttd Lye

FAMILY SOAP-NAKINB.

If

JEAOIM JL>0

' IT iS FULL WKlOBf AMD STRABO TW.
The market la floodedwith (Kvcalled)Concentrated
Lye which is adoltentedwith salt and roala, omd

If

In

Orago*.

yon are
Interested!

the Inquiry— Which Is the
best Liniment for Han and
BeasM-this is the answer, a^>
tested by two generations : the

In

MEXICAN MU8TAN<* LINIMENT. The reason Is simple.

It

penetrates every sore,

wound, or lameness, to tho
very bone, and drives out all

In freight on a small crop will paythe ooetof going to
Oregon in preferenceto pdnls reached at lees expense.
That, aalde from farming. Oregon offer* greet inducemente to labor and capital in her

morbid

m

IMMENSE LUMBERING

the tronble* and never fhlla

MERC
MIXERAIJ».Are.|
STOCK AXD FRUIT

care

DIRECT

CM>M

in

doable qoick iime*

to

^

.

SAVE

MO BET,

AMD RUT TRM

from her position and abilityto produo*
manufacturesmore from borne product*,

n,

tlnip

,

in
in proportionto her population,.than
than any other flute In
the
Mechanics ere not confinedto farming as
tbn onlr cninlorniflnt offered br Oreeon. Through
Ticket* acid
rZilroeTlto**.For fnfonnation, pampbleU, Ac, apply to

West

SaponIheR

MADE BY THE
Pennsylvania
Salt Mamifg Co,
It/- if**

SSSSM

Mike
COE A XONGE, 8*. Leole, Me.

Storms, no Cold WVrttn or Hot SumCUmate. Mom Temperaturs : Spring. 62 dofl.:Summer, 67 dog.
Autumn, 58 deg.; Winter. 39 deg.
Average Rainfall, 44 indiea.

Oregon. Mild
Oi

OREGON IS THK FINEST AXD MOST PROFITABLE FARMING COUNTRY IN THK WORLD.

Draggista-Bl.N per bottk.

you have a friend suffering from any
disorder of the Kidneys, send them a
package of Kidney-Wort, and yon will
make them happy. Its great tonic power
is especially directed to these diseases,
and it quickly relieves the distress and
cures the disease. Have you tried it?

DiroughU no

men
era in

PHILADELPHIA.

G^H^prindJal

T. R. TAN

N

ATT,

C.N.U.

Geniral Etstsm Pswsftgtf and ImmigrationAgent,

CAS

BROAD WAY, XEW YORK.

\m thu paper.

'

H«w«»

,

lamfrjs’ Column.
_

_ __

BEST IS CHEAPEST THOUGH

IT

V

Books and Stationery.

MAY COST A LITTLE MORE!

•

CONDENSED

LEWIS’

FACTS ABOUT TES "YELLOWS.”

„

lOOKCLOOtD.l

H. D. POST.

Aboat » y«ftr ago I wrote to a wellknown nnneryman and wheat grower o

New

it

what

prevails,

was the

ayerage duration of their peach

orchards,

what

stay
I

BAKING

Jersey, asking about the yellows in

that Stato— to what extent

received a long letter in reply, in

which

MfiiReW

the writer speaks of everything else regard

ing the peach tree, except

He

Bsoommended by

the yellows.

says that he has raised and sold peaches

had

any

LEWIS’

wag-

always will. He says that
peach trees die from various and mysterious and unknown causes, and people call
it the yellows, among which he describes

which

which

I

GEO. T. LEWIS &

would

knows nothing of

it,

new, Spermator-

or that it does not

when the owners find it
the trees

ground ft some other kind

set the

and

re-

of fruit,

nearly all fruits. He says, also, that they
take great care In propagatingnew trees,

Locb
Before
—

I

THE GRAY MEDICINE

una some time ago, written by

New

a

lows and peach-growingin that State, but
it

failed to describe the disease as

fests itself here,

Downing and
symptoms and

tST1 Sold in Holland and elsewhere by
sale and retail druggists.

all

it

mani-

and were it not

that

A
A

FIRM!

be

Michigan is differentfrom the same

the item found in

Which
which

I
I

dis-

found elsewhere. But
the New York Tima,

ease, so called, as

quoted in

this letter,is

the

&

Kramer.

We respectfullyInvite the attention of onr citi
sens to the stock of_ goods which we have opened
one door east of E. Van der Veen’s hardwarestore,
and the prices for which we offwr them.

first

have found in the papers wherein

Teas, Coffees, sugars, Spices,

Laundry and

the indications of the yellows are mentioned exactly in accordancewith the first in-

Soaps, etc

,

Toilet,

served this season in

the

Our

A0 cent

it

TEA

gawa

the TmrHm, R^torltr,
J Send for a Copy.

Baskets In great variety.

No

they would have appeared a second season.
The necessityof removing the trees affected,and the value of the practice, is apparent from the brief and limited experience which we have had here; in all the
instances of trees found to be affected with
the yellows which I have noticed in orchards in which similarly diseased trees
were removed last year, they occur adjacent to where such trees were then taken
out.

trouble to

Western

IM

30,

Show
21,

Office:
DEARBORN SIREEI,

151

ILL.

IN THE

-

Cob, Ooviig Maes, Etc,
RIVER STREET. HOLLAND MICH.

The undersignedannounces to the Public that
they have finisnedtheir new Meat-Market,and are
now ready to supply their customerswith all kinds
of Meats and Sausages. By promptness and fai?
dealing they feel confident of giving satisfactionto
all those who wish to favor them with part of their
trade.

The stand is one door west of G. J. Havcrkate &
Son’s Hardware Store.

W. BUTKAU,

“ iWOMEN
A!<D
MAIDENS

HOLLOWAY’S PILLS.

J.

~

Holland. July

14.

FALL

OAI.LXD

Farm

V

42-tf

A

LEUCORRHEA,

VAN ZOEHEN.

j

wmm

Journal.

Has Just arrived at

G.

VAN PUTTEN& SONS,
Consisting of

Bleached and unbleached

1

/

V

«

I
M
F

COTTONS,

m

Prof. Harv!i» Vaginal

HARRIS

All kinds of Underwear,

Woolen Yarns,

PeiHHeeeen be obtained only from

REMEDY CO.MF’G.

Markat and 8th

Sta.

BOOKS

Horse Blankets, all kinds,

CHEMISTS.

ST. LOUIS.

MO.

Flannels of

MILLION

_________

r;

all Colors,

Hosiery, Notions, Calicoes

th?
A large, new aa* eorapletaGolds to
wedlock, coal alalag, with maay other.,
he followiag chapter*i A conpeteot
’ W omtahood, Stleenoa of Wife.Eviimcee
• of Virginity,
Temperunentt,
compatible
laid incompatible,lUrlhtyla Women,

and Ginghams,
AND A BEBUTIFUL VARIETY OF

Winter Dress

_____ __

........._r
_
a
of Reproduction, Single Life cou.idertd,Law of Kamige,
Lawr of Dime*, Legal right,of aurried women,etc., ineloding Dl.eoaee peculiarto Women, theireaaee* tad treatment A book for privatatad couiideratt.tiding, ol 890 page*,
with fuU Hit. Engreeiag^ by null, tealed, (or 60 cot*.

Come and

see our

V. D.

aw™,

Mich., August

18,

•

Lawton,

1870.

«y.iem that

ie

worth knowing. Tlieeomblned

a.

mfinifipimi

BANKER,
HOLLAND, - • MCIHIGAN.

.'lit

tsi

]

m>

o®cc, Jacob tan

i

having been made in the con-

(W

day of October, "«*»•
at two a'c]ock ln
the afternoon, at the front door of the Court
House, (the place of holding the Circuit Court) in
the city of Grand Haven In said county of Ottawa,
said mortgage will be foreclosed by the sale of the
premisestherein and hereinafter described, or so
much thereof as shall be necessary to satisfy and
pay the amount due on said mortgage,with Interest and cost of advertisementand sale, together
with an attorneyfee of twenty-five dollats. provided for in said mortgage in case of foreclosure.
Said mortgaged premises arc describedin saici
mortgage and will be sold ns follows, to wit: the
enst

quarter

(7) north, of

r-nge fifteen (15) west, in the county of Ottawa
and State of Michigan,togetherwith tho appurtenancestherennto belonging.
Dated Grand Havkn. July 3rd. A. D. 1P7V.

MARY

E.

Saxckl L. Tatk, Attorney

Etc,

New Goods.

SOULE. Mortgagee.
for Mortgagee. 22-1 3w

The foregoingmortgage sale

Is

postponed until

Tuesday, the twenty-first day of October Instant,at the same hour and place above

stated.

„

„„„

Dated Grand TIavkn. October 7lh, A. D. 1879.
MARY E. SOULE, Mortgagee.
Paxpsl L. Tate. AUome', tor Mortgagee-

Van Pntten & Sons.

“"vi'a
valae

to

thoee .ufferingfrom Impuritiesof the

I'X’Xt.V-'&nSr i"

Bonnets, Hats, Feathers,
Flowers, Laces, Embroidery, Ruching,

__
Traaa.

thm ttat they *1U laaea
itagA— II la seta
~

COLLARS AND CUFFS,

w

Hofiloty, Gloves, Shawls, Circulars. Cloaking and Ready Made.
Clonks, all kinds of Worsted Goods, Germantown Wool
and Worsted, Perforated Paper, in all colors,

.....

CONSUMPTION CURED!
Does a general Banking,Exchange, and Collection business. Collections made on all points in
the United States andEnrope, Particular attention paid lo tho collectionsof Banks and Bankers.
Remittance* made, on the day of payment. All
business Intrnsted to me. shall have prompt attention. Interest allowedon time deposits, subject
nt
_ _____ _____
! to check at sight. Foreign exchange bought and
i "fid. Tickets to and from all points in Europe

YJ

volume is

indesprt*,

come.
I have from time, through the •eason,
collected specimens of parts of diseased
trees and fruit and preserved them in alcohol which wUl, in due time, be sent to
Mr. B. D. Haisteon of New York for
microscopicalexamination,which, it is
hoped, may enable him to determine the
nature of this mysterious vegetable malady.
Altogether we regard the outlook as reasonably favorable, and hope by due care
and perseveranceto retain oar peach orchards for many years of future profit*.

tive

yvEFAULT

ditions (whereby the power of sale therein
ha* become operative) t»f a certain mortgage,executed by George M. Willey, on the third day of
April, A. I). 1876. to Mary K. fioiileand recorded In
the office of the Registerof Deeds of Ottawa
countv and Stale ol Michigan, on the sixth day of
April.’ A. D. 1876. aforesaid at twelve o’clock,noon
of that day. In Liber No. 5 of Mortgages, on pa-M281, on which said mortgage there is claimedto he
due and unpaid at the date of this notice, the sum
of four hundred and five dollaij($405.00)principal
and interest, and no proceedingsat law or in
equity having been instituted to collect said sum
due thereon, or any part thereof; Now therefore,
by virtue of the power of sale as aforesaid,notice
Is hereby given that on TuoBtlay the seventh

_
1879. FALL AND WINTER. 1879.
G.

“fSCal Adriae "Lretarw aa lawbewdand WemaWed JO

MORTGAGE SALE.

(32)

GROCERIES,
CROCKERY,

r.aiuwoni, n.r»ou»n«M,AV.rtloi

Superior advantage given.

of the cast-halfof the south
Goods. west-half
of section thirty-two
town seven

fresh supply of

"THE PRIVATE MEDICAL ADVISER"

Send for Grand Rap-

20-8mo.

DRY GOODS

Toijcllieaie, »o i retaleut among ftmMej, ItbiitimTe
unumtoodby pliy»jcjani. ,Iu drain upon the iratunii
•o excessiveand debiliutlos, that our American women
are rapidly beepmiur.“net of invalid..- Incapable of
producinghMltliy off.prlnc.or enjoying life** pica ure..
Prof Barrie\ aj{fnal I’urtillt,* new departure In medicine.
A thoroughlycommon .enie treatment.Applieddirectly
to the wat of the diacate,and lUepecific iiifinrure exerted
at once, producingait immediatesoothingand rcatorativo
effect,file application of the remedy |« attended with no
pain or utipleaeantncat,and doe* not interferewith the ordinary purtuiu and p caiureaoflife. t’ircularaare.ent in
perfectlyplain envelope., aecnrely .rated from ob.eivatlon,
and remedy put up in neat plain boxe. of three lire., with
full direction. In.lde. No. 1, (enoughto la.t a month.)
to; No. 2, (enoughtolaittwo mouth.), 68 No. 3. ila.tii g
tiiree month*, and ample for cure, exceptingIn ehmnic
/ate.) |io. With each box we .end a Female Pyrli.se
and aotne Tonic Pille.aiauxtiiarlreto the renndy.
ud •tamn foe a pamphlet giving full dc.cription
fl of Remedy, and lllu.tratedby plateeallowing He
application. Thlepamphletalone i. worth a himdredtimeeitecoetfoanylidylndelicate health,
^ Uiug a thoroughlypracticaltreatleconthis dieeaie i

HOWARD.

M.D.

YOUNG MAN
WINTER STOCK College
or ALL KINDS or

BANKING.

ing with the use of sulphur, carbolic acid,
etc., to some extent, to find if the disease
may be, by these measures, stayed of over-

the City of
Holland, I will sell at the following priro.
Lot ft, Block F, Lot 6. Block G, West Addition 3175
each: Lot 18. Block 8. Lot K. Block 11. South Wc-t
AdditionSKBcach. Lots 1. 2, 3. 4, 5 & 6 in Block
25. as organized plat near the M.L. 8. depot at
$328 each, except Lots 1 A 2 which are 3:500 each
Also 6 lots West of First avenue at $125 each. The
above will be sold for a small payment down. Also
the following Lots \ 10. 11, 12. 13. and 14. In Block
K. Lots 2, 4, 5 and j in Block II. The above will
be sold on long credit abd small payments dowi .
Apply to,

A

1F7B.

80-1 y.

soon as any suspected symptoms were discovered,thus taking out in all, I believe
18 trees this year he has found no trees
for Sale.
affected. Mr. Baxter has a fine orchard
I will sell eighty acrea of splendid clay
that hai been five year* in bearing, in
which last year were found and removed soil, six miles from this city. Near church
and school house, at a bargain,80 acres
quit-* a number of diseased trees; this year
of this land is partiallyimproved. Also
he has thus far found but one. The Messrs.
Engle have found it neccessary to dig out 40 acrea of unimproved land in the Township of Fillmore. Inquire of
this season a comparativelylarge number
M. D. HOWARD.
of diseased trees, but not nearly so many
as were found last year.
Mr. Bitely and others are experiment-

FOR SALE.
rpiIE followingdescribedLots in

i

Fluor Alfcus

CO.

&;

Mure,

FIRST WARD.
umimmmmmm
THE

MARK THESE FACTS

HOLLOWAY’S OINTMENT

- • •

-

1879.

CURE FOR ALL!

10-6m

Ogdautarsfe N.T.

Goods

Never despair-something that never failsLast season I found in one of 'my orchards a tree which bore but a single peach Fever and Ague-To the sick it Is of little consequence how they are cured, whetherfrom a rational
and this peach I judged certainly to be view of the disease or by the rules defined for the
diseased with the yellows. In every other guidance of the profession,so long as the cure is
particularthe tree was apparently perfect- certain and expeditions.To a suffering man the
qncetion on the relative merits of quinine or caloly healthy and vigorous. I dug the tree
mel Is uninteresting. The facultymav wrangle and
up and removed it. This season I have discuss their various theories,but lir. Holloway’s
taken out in the immediate vicinity four treatment dispels doubt ere the disciplesof Escnhave flniihcd the first stage. Holloway’s
more trees showing diseased fruit, and lanlus
Pills are the only remedieswhich effect a speedy
these are the only ones I am able to find and radicalcure without danger of a relapse.
in an orchard of 1,600 trees. In another
Impobtaht Cautios.— None are genuine unless
orchard of older trees, set out nine years the signature of J. Haydock, as agent for the
ago, I found in proximity to one another Unltea States, surroundseach box of Pillifand
three diseased trees, but not suspecting the Ointment.Boxes at 25 cents. 62 cents and $1 each.
{STThsre is considerable saving by taking th'yellows to have a foothold upon my pre larger sizes.
mises, or to exist in this neighborhood, I
HOLLOWAY & CO., New York.
had previously pruned the trees in the orchard without taking any precaution
against spreading a disease of which I
A
then had no fears; as a result I have found
this season eight large fine trees affected,
and extending to some disease from those
in which the disease originally occurred.
I judge it to be highly probable that I inoculated these with the virus of the disease
Possessed of this REMEDY, every man may be
left upon the instruments used in pruning.
his own doctor. It may be rubbed into the system
Mr. N. H. H. Bitely finds a few diseased so aa to reach any Internal complaint;by these
trees, not more then three or four in both means it cures Sores or Ulcers in the THROAT.
STOMACH, LIVER, SPINE, or other parts. It
of his orchards, and these occur immediIs an IriaHible Remedy for BAD LEGS. BAD
ately adjacent to the places where diseased BREASTS, Contracted or Stiff Joints, GOUT
trees were removed last year. Mr.L L. Hal- RHEUMATISM,and all Skin Diseases.
stead has a fine orchard of 000 trees whicli
Ikportawt Cautiok.—None aro genuine unless
he cares for in the most approvedmanner the signature of J. Hatdock,as agent for the
and which yield him annually an enor- United State*, surroundseach box of Pills and
Boxes at & cents, 6« cents and $1 each.
mous crop of the finest fruit. He was very Ointment.
tJf There is considerable saving by taking the
careful to eradicate last year every vestige largersizes.
HOLLOWAY & CO., New York.
of the disease, removing every tree as

G. J. Tk VAARWERK.
Eighth Street, Holland,Mich.

DKALEIU* IN

BOOT & KRAMER.
Holland, Mich., June

Call and see the stock, no
trouble to show goods.

3*-<ni
SOLE ETT
MEAT MARKET H. MEYER

OATES CURTIS,

Give us a trial and you will be pleased with
goods and Prices.

would scarcely be able to
detect that any was wrong. The reason is
that no trees in which the disease was
manifest last year were left to show how

cent.
full dewcrlptlon,

.power, price, etc., is
given in an extra of

expert Judges. Fine Candies, Tobaccos and
orchards about Cigars. Toys, Notions, Flower Pols, Hanging

the fruit one

~

NORTH CAROLINA

CHICAGO,

4z-iOO per

ALL CHSAtfFOft CASH.

t
»

rent j i,
remote
Ctmil,
rbm*1'

Cost/

Large sample packagesent free on receipt of 15
dents, to pay postage and mailing. Agents wanted.
Address J, p. Mountain, ogdeneburg,N. Y.

ahenys on hand.

jariS TURBINE!'

THE

A

not frequently for the

\

prices.

£37“ SALT always on hand at the lowest prices.
Come and see our selections of Dutch Woolen
W e only want good formers, who have from 3:100
Yarns, Table Oil-CIo hs, and Ginghamsand Calicoes in endless variety.
ot 3600, or those who have money lo build sawmills, gliingle mills, stave mills,furniture factories,
P. A A. STEKETEE.
tanneries, waggon factories,etc . and for such persons extraordinary inducements will be offered.
C
Call or write me us above.
C. W. McLHAN.
At a receut ie*t

etc.

unmistakableappearanceof specimens of

V

Nervousness,
.

hardTan

full lino

parently as vigorous and thrifty as any to
be seen, and were

l Catarrh,
Asthma.,^
ffroncOitit,j
, Headache. /
L el Hf Appetite!

At

S.

and fresh snpply of CHOW-CHOW,
PICKLES— the choicest brands.

A

Our 40 cent Tea is called A No. 1 for the price bv

here, affectedwith the yellows,were ap-

safest—

RUBBER GOODS,

dications of the disease in this locality.

Nearly all the trees which I have ob-

1

CcntuntBlio/%,

SLIPPERS, ETC.

Boot

Chandeliers— the

AND SHOES.

BOOTS

led to think that the yellows as it appears
in

FANCY BASK El

A FULL LINE OF

New Stock! New Store!

characteristics of the dis-

would almost

/

for 25 cents.

other writers indicatethe

ease so accurately,one

Women,

and Children.

CORSET

‘“d W"1?' kl,ld! ‘'r

and most beautiful.

A large variety of HOOP8RIRTS. and a Splendid

NEW

Lamps and

CURES.

large assortmentof Woolen Blankets, Horse
Blankets.Gloves. Hosiery, and cords of
Bleachedand UnbleachedCottons.

All Kinds of Underwear for Men,

No Trouble.

latest styles— the

Splendid Assortment of Dress-Goods
lor Full and Winter.

whole

promi-

Jersey fruit-grower,on the yel-

2&-1 v.

FULL LINE OF SHIRTS.

Also, A

anv-

glassware.

and Winter Shawls

Fall

GO.,

No. 10 Mechanics'Block, Detroit,Mich

trees.

saw an article in the New York Triib

nent

y nr
Taldng

Aba(,e; 88

Pain in the Back, Dimness of Vision. Premature
Old Age, and many other diseases that lead to In
sanity or Consumption, and a PrematureGrare
fcS^Full particularsin onr pamphlet, which we
desire to send free by mall to every one.
SpecificMedicineis sold by all druggists at $1 per
package, or six packages for $:>, or will be sent fre'
by mall on receiptof the money by addressing.

obtaining the pits from Tennessee and
budding from healthy young

rr

-•

OR WEEK.

it

have also put on the shelves a large ond com-

I

Consist* of a completeassortmentof

EWThe

but says the same practice is pursued with

way!

Summer Retreat.Good Fishing, etc.
Good Accommodations, charges moderate.

& A. Steketee

F.

DA Y

SET.

Como and Look at

Delightful

Seminal Weakrhea, Impotency,
and all dleeoees
that follow,as a
sequence of Self-

have made snch arrangements that I can
PIECE, PART OF A SET, or

by the

CRO<'cKEHV0,nd
BOARD BY THE

anfailingcare for

infer that he either

more profitableto dig out

MENZIE8 CO.

I
It

WHOLE

BILLINGS, Pbopbtrtok.

Since there Is no stage line or boat line that
gives us a connection with tho city of Holland, we
call the attention of the public to the only reliable
route to and from Saugamck, viz: The beautiful
little steamer Twilightmakes two trips per day
from Saugatuckto Richmond,connecting with the
Ohlcagoand West Michigan railroad— the nearest
railroad station.

The arrivalof the Fall and Winter Stock of
Goods at

Itlh remedy, an

that peach orchards have there a duration
of about six years,

E. D.

sell

READ! READ! READ!

Gray’s Specific Medicine.

wrote him, and of

exist in that State. He does say, however,

And

Hotel has a livery stable In connection

TRADEMARK. The greet Eng-TRADEM,

; but of the spe-

CfflM WARE,

Agent for Ottawa County, Mlcb

The Saugatuck House.

or other

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

I desired information, he says noth-

ing, and one

ALUM

MANUFACTUREDIT TH1

supposes he

of borers, etc.

_

POST,

J. C.

•

g

of Tartar.

FLAVORING EXTRACTS!

ons, and that he has always heard a great

the effects

a-ENTTllsriE

tom Barr ahp etbohqmt made.

deal of hue and cry about the yellows, and

cific disease of

I respectfullyInvitethe attention of the citizens
of Holland and vicinityto the new and handsomu “
acres of land for sale by the Atchl
addition I have made to my stock consisting of
eon, Topeka and Santa Fe Railroad located In
Sonthem Kansas,—the garden of the continent.
For information In regard to these lauds; and how
to reach them call on or address
*,000,000,000

Health, and by the tint

adulteration found in this Powder,

railroads, and he

to haul his peaches to the cities in

ta

Grape

^Broo|dyn

We uHU pay $1000,00 far any

in that State for more than forty years,
before there were

th*

HOLLAND.

KANSAS?

POWDER

efforts were put forth to

etc.

it;

Something New

.....

I am on band this fall with all kinds of School
Books, Paper, Stationery,etc., at the lowest prices
ol the market

The undersigned,an old and retired physician
having been permanently enred of the much
dreaded diseaseCONSUMPTION, by a simple
remedy, in anxious to make known to his fellowsufferursthe means of cure. To all who desire Ir
he will send a copy of Ihe prescription used. FLEE
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DR. C. STEVaNS,

.
Brockville,Out.
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